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ABSTRACT 
University Baccalaureate Curriculum Analysis for Safety and llealth 
In The Unitt..-d States of America (USA) 
Toward A ~·1odcl University llaccalaureate Curriculum 
The goal of this research was to dctcnnine a model safety and hca!th 
baccalsureate curriculum. A secondary target was to ascertain if safety and health 
practitioners and safety and hca!th educators would concur on course offerings. 
To simplify this study effort, a search ofliterature was conducted on the 
Occupational Safety and Health field. There were no in-depth studies of this type for 
such a general population; therefore no instrument was available for this study. The 
perusal of literature indicated that most such studies had been conducted using a 
more specific target group of subjects. That is, faculties or fanner students of a 
particular university, one was completed on only certified safety professionals 
(CSP), or members of the National Safety Managers Society (NSMS) and the like. 
This study included most geographical areas of the United States of America and 
thus faculties and fom1er students from many universities. 
First, it was necessary to determine the competency required for a successful 
career in Occupational Safety and Health. Second, devise a survey instrument to 
collect the competency information to function well in this area and essential to the 
development of a curricula questionnaire. 
Directories used to select expert subjects to serve as judges for this research 
included the American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), American Industrial 
ii 
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Hygiene Association (All lA), National Safety Council, Business and Industry 
Division (NSC/11&1), and the World SalCty Organi1.ation (WSO). 
Since the Delphi technique was being used, a pilot study was employed to 
collect information from a selected group of practitioners and educators. This 
inlOrmation served as the basis lOr creating a survey instrument that was mailed to 
489 health and safety practitioner:; and educators. A total of355 or 72 per cent of the 
surveys were returned. Eighteen surveys were undelivered for various reasons, with 
a total of337 usable surveys, of this population list responding to the survey ranking 
the importance of the courses. 
The data from the returned surveys were analyzed by several different 
methods suggesting: 
(I) There was a preference for certain core, elective and 
preparatory courses. 
(2) There were some significant differences of the responding 
safety practitioners and safety educators. 
(3) There was no evidence ofnon·respondent bias for the total 
group; however, considering only the safety practitioners 
there was some evidence ofregional bias. 
These analyses facilitated the recommendations that certain course 
offel"ings be required for: 
(1) a core curricula, 
(2) particular preparatory courses and 
(3) a choice from several electives course listings. 
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CIIAI'TER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Safely, bcir1g lt multidisciplinary subject, presents a major problem for 
plar~ncrs of a university safety nnd hcnlth curriwlum A dilc111ma exists since there 
is a variety of seemingly appropriate courses tu pro '.'ide the knowledge and skill 
required to successfUlly function as a safer-. and health practitioner. An essential part 
of devising a safety and heal:~t .. urriculum is to detennine the activities of a safety 
profe~>ional. At first glance this would appear to be an easy task; yet, another 
quandary. The role of a safety professional is dynamic. It is not as simple as locating 
a universal job description and using that information. The characteristics ofthe 
position changes with time, as well as with size, expectations, culture and purpose of 
the organiz.ation. 
Job descriptions, for safety professionals, do share some common features. A 
composite of several major enterprises indicate that all expected the safety 
practitioner to: 
• audit safety and health standards for deviations 
• perform safety and health inspections or surveys 
• assist with writing safety practices 
• recommend safety devices and personal protective equipment 
• investigate accidents 
• assist with safety training 
• promotion oflhe safety program 
• assist with workers' compensation, and 
i: ', 
t maintain a safety and heullh recurd keeping system. 
Most of these limctions have been in usc for many years and arc still appropriate 
today. According to the l'rnfcssional Safety Journal of ASSE (September 2000) 
"The changes-moving from a subject-based to u task-bused structure-arc based on 
changes in pro!Cssional safCty practice, which were revealed by an extensive 
validation study conducted by BCSI'" 
Background of the Study 
For many years the USA safety and health operation was, more or less helter-skclter. 
Safety goals were disorganized resulting in an enigmatic safety function. This was 
especially true for the education and training proces~ 'lfthe safety profession. Prior 
to the 1970s, on the whole, safety was learned with on-the-job training. It is not 
coincidental, that this change came about in the 1970s, since this was the period for 
the enactment of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHAct). The passage of 
the OSHAct abated some of the confusion as it gave some direction and purpose for 
safety activities. 
Over one-quarter of a century ago the modem day safety and health 
curriculum for a baccalaureate degree was founded in the United States of America 
(USA). The National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) funded a 
grant to determine the type of knowledge and skills required for serving the 
profession. Texas A&M University, the American Society of Safety Engineers 
(ASSE) and NIOSH cooperated in this research endeavor to discover the 
infonnation most appropriate for USA safety practitioners. This effort was 
2 
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performed during I he 1970s time period and subsequently a curriculum was 
n .. -commcndcd. 
Accurding lo a nationwide survey of the Occupational Safety and llcalth 
Work!Orce, (1978): 
The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (l'ublic Law 91-596 
declares it to be Congress' purpose and policy: 
.,to assure so far as possible every working man and woman in the 
Nation safe and healthful working conditions and to preserve our 
human resources •••• by providing for training prognims to increase 
the number and competence of personnel engaged in the field of 
occupational safety and health,., 
Section 21 (a) ofthe Act further states that: 
The Secretary •• ,shall conduct, directly or by grants and contracts 
(1) education programs to provide an adequate supply of qualified 
personnel to carry out the purpose of this Act •••• (OSHAct, p.l) 
Following this major mandate of section 21 (a) of the Act many USA 
colleges and universities initiated degree programs in occupational safety and health. 
PreVious to OSHAct in 1970 most USA schools only offered degrees with a traffic 
safety emphasis. Prior to 1970 many safety practitioners were recruited from the 
ranks mainly from maintenance personnel. A large number of these promoted 
practitioners had been implementing guarding techniques to prevent pinch-point 
injuries. Another major group came from the. engineering profession. They, too, had 
been instrumental in machine guarding as well as other focal points of safety, for 
example chemical, electrical, or mechanical installations and operations. Yet another 
group that did safety inspections came from production personnel. These production 
people learned some safety and progressed into the safety position. Organizations 
that had occupational safety and health nurses on site were also used to do some of 
3 
the safety work. such us accident reporting, accident investigation and workers' 
compensation 
Significance of the Study 
Early safety practitioners, taking into account all possible consequences, 
perfOrmed rather well despite the fact they had no formal safety education. Maiu 
stated ( 1999, p.SO) "currently, at major USA universities, Jess than twenty perc<'nt 
(20%) of engineering studen:s take a safety course," although a number of students 
elect a safety profession. Also, a few USA organizations still recruit safety personnel 
' from the better technicians and operators arriong the ranks. Therefore, lacking any 
formal safety education, it was and is difficult fOr them to perform well in many of 
the functions of a safety practitioner. For example, communications were and arc 
hindered since very little familiarity with the safety terminology. During those 
premature year's safety was considered, in many organizations, a "dead-end" 
position. Existence in safety was considered non-promotable because it was so 
specialized. Thus the safety profession was handicapped in their recruiting efforts 
for strong personnel. Early safety practitioners did not understand the importance of 
the bottom line. In fact, profit and loss was almost like a foreign language to many 
of these practitioners. Consequently, they were unable to persuade top management 
to adequately fund safety programs. 
A sound occupational safety and health performance improves the quality of 
life. Employees are able to do the recreational activities away from the job and with 
family members. These are advantages to employees since they are healthier and 
able to participate more fully in life's activities. When an employee suffers an injury 
they are unable to participate in activities and events such as golf, running or riding 
4 
.a hike. The prolit margin of the employer is enhanced by a healthier well-trained 
employee's performance_ The public benefits from a less expensive better quality 
product. It may be inferred that a strong and viable occupational safety and health 
program appears tn be desirable. In order to achieve an nccupational safety and 
health program it is essential to provide the structure for accomplishing the goal. A 
well-planned university and college safety and health curriculum wollld take a major 
step in providing a resource for the safety function. 
Passage of the OSHAct created rapid and often uncomrolled growth of safety 
programs throughout the country. According to Montgomery (1983), Orn(1982) 
suggested "areas of concern to be addressed were academic curriculum, and the 
presentation of courses displayed a wide variety of approaches from school to 
school. Course content may not be alike even though course titles are the same." 
Om goes on to state the lack of laboratory equipment and materials limit the ability 
to present important information, as well as the demonstration of monitoring 
devices. 
Montgomery (1983) goes on to say Specht and Graves (198\) state industry 
desires a safety practitioner to have in-depth-practical experience moving directly 
into an industrial setting and be immediately functionaL Academia being limited 
with the amount of credit hours can not always meet these requirements, and feels a 
reevaluation of the academia structure is required from time to time (p 3). Industry 
and academia alike realize products and services change therefore a need exists for 
reevaluation of the safety field and a practitioner's position. 
Examination of the safety curriculum indicates that the general safety 
practitioner should be able to petfonn: 
5 
• Inspecting and appmising unsafe conditions and practices 
• Est~blishrnent ofhtu.anl cuntrul policies 
• lniti~ting, rnan~ging and counr;eling others un ha7..ard control methutb. 
• Mea.mrcmcnt and auditing ,<>fthc safety performance (Laing 1992, p.80)_ 
The modern occupation~] safety and health field has provided colleges and 
universities with an opportunity for growth. Due to safety and health legislation, 
technology, changing cultures and the like, more safety practitioners arc required. 
Also, today's s~fety practitioner needs an organized knowledge base, since the 
information base is constantly undergoing changes and becoming more complex. 
The quantity and quality of information required for a successful safety practice 
furnishes a body of knowledge adaptable to a college curriculum. This curriculum is 
dynamic and requires evaluation periodically. 
Purpose of the Study 
The objective of this study is to ascertain if a model safety and heath 
curriculum standard, in the USA, is achievable. These curriculum standards arc to 
define the minimum academic requirements for persons entering the safety 
profession. A second objective is to determine if the educators and practitioners 
agree O!l the choice of a curriculum. 
Definition ofTerms 
The fo11owing terms are identified in order to give a better understanding of 
the purposes and procedures of this study. 
Box-and-Whisker Plot: A diagram that summarizes data using the ;,edian, the 
upper and lower quartilcs, and the extreme values. A 
box is drawn around the quartile value and the 
6 
Curriculum: 
Delphi Technique_: 
Educator: 
Knowledge: 
Likert Scale: 
Non-Technical: 
Professional 
Core Courses: 
Quartile: 
RIDIT Analysis: 
Safety Engineer: 
Safety Manager: 
Safety Practitioner: 
whiskers C)(tcnd from each quartile to the e)(trcmc data 
point~. 
Method of gathering information from study 
participants of specific incidents and behaviors related 
to the matter under investigation. 
All ol'the courses, collectively offered in a school or 
college, qualifications in a major field of study. 
A panel of experts is asked to complete a series of 
questionnaires. The information solicited in the 
instruments typically are opinions, predictions or 
judgments of a specific topic. 
A person whose work is to educate others. A person 
referred to in this study that teaches safety and health 
at a college or university. 
Understanding, judgement, information, and wisdom. 
Summated rating scale, respondents are asked to 
indicate their degree of agreement or disagreement. 
Having to tlu with the administration of a function. For 
example managing, directing or supervising. 
Develop the basic knowledge and skills of a safety 
professional, in this study occupational safety and 
health. 
Quarters of the data when they are arranged in order. 
Relative to an Identified Distribution. A technique 
used for treating ordinal data 
Individuals who through education, licensing and or 
experience, apply scientific principles to the control of 
environments for the purpose of protecting people, 
property and the environment. 
The individual responsible for establishing and 
maintaining the safety organi<.ation and its activities in 
an enterprise. 
Pmctitioners are concerned with preventing needless 
deaths and injuries of workers. A person who practices 
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Technical: 
a profession, in this study of occupational sa!Cty and 
health. 
Statistical Analysis System. Computerized statistical 
package for amtlyzing data. 
Range of perception or understanding. 
Proficiency resulting from training, practice etcetera. 
Having to do with the practical, industrial, or 
mechanical arts or the applied sciences for example 
engineering or technicians. 
Assumptions 
For the purpose of this study it was assumed that: 
1. The sample was representative of the population of educators teaching in the 
occupational health and safety field. 
2. The sample was representative of the population of practitioners 
working in the occupational health and safety field. 
3. Occupational health and safety is synonymous with occupational safety and 
health. 
Research Questions 
The following research questions were tested by this study: 
I. Will a model safety and health baccalaureate curriculum emerge? 
2. Will safety educators and safety practitioners agree on course offerings? 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Background 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, in the USA, the occupational 
accident and illness record was horrific. As mass production developed "new 
methods of organizing work and new industries appeared quickly, exacting a grim 
to!! on workers' health and safety" (Laing, 1992 p.22). There were a shocking 
number of injuries, illnesses, and deaths annually caused by the workplace 
conditions and activities. Such a situation was unacceptable to thinking citizenry and 
thus politicaHy unacceptable. 
As a result ofthis state of affairs, efforts were initiated to correct this 
predicament. One of the early solutions offered, for this unacceptable problem, was 
legislation in the form of workers' compensation. The first effective workers' 
compensation Jaw was enacted by congress for federal employees and served as a 
precedent for state laws to fo[[ow. However it was not until 1911, that the first 
effective state workers' compensation was enacted (Laing, 1992, p.6). 
Ne:ct non~profit organizations, such as National Safety Council (NSC) and the 
American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), joined this worthy crusade to 
improve workplace safety. The work by non~profit organizations was vital, then and 
now, in achieving and continually updating occupational safety and health goals. 
Most oft he safety experts, past and present, belong to such organizations. Through 
publications of these experts, sti11 referenced today, improvements in occupational 
safety and health efforts continue. 
The primary objective of this research is to determine if a model saiCty ;md 
health curriculum could be achieved. In urdcr to accomplish this purpo~c it is 
important to ascertain the knowledge and skills necessary to prepare fhr pcrfimnance 
by practitioners in this area. The !Unctions of this position wo11ld certainly be usefUl 
in deciding the competency required lOr a solid performar.ce. In fact, to solve this 
curriculum quandary it is essential to be aware of the type of information required to 
successfully practice as a safety and health practitioner. 
Currently in the USA, there is a dilemma among safety and health educators 
regarding the types of courses to be offered in a safety and health curriculum_ In 
most respects the curriculum, being offered, was initiated approximately a quarter of 
!I 
' a century ago and is primarily technicdl and of a prescriptive nature. Much of the 
present day faculties are of the opinion that it is beyond the rime for a revision. 
Functions and Curricula Requirements 
To be able to develop an occupational safety and health curriculum, functions 
of the safety position arc essential. A variety of different viewpoints exist, by safety 
experts, on the functions of safety personnel. The following describes a 
representative sample of these safety experts' outlook, at different time periods. 
From 1920 to 1970. Throughout the last three-quarters of the twentieth century 
leading safety authorities have supported each other, to a major degree, on the basic 
functions of a safety practitioner. They appear to concur that these activities include: 
./ Inspecting and appraising unsafe conditions and practices . 
./ Establishment of hazard control policies . 
./ Initiating, managing, and counseling others on hazard control methods. 
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~ Measurement and auditing of the safety performance (Laing, p.HO) 
In the early part nfthe twentieth century, atlcast during the lirst quarter, much oft he 
activiti1:s of occupational saiCty personnel was focused on unsafC conditions A~ 
described by one safety c:o;pcrt oftlmt period, safety practitioners ~huuld pDsses~ 
adequate mechanical anti work !)rocess infOrmation to assist in working with design 
and facility engineers. It was further recommended that an acquaintance of various 
other engineering disciplines would be beneficial. However, in a surprising 
departure from the technical field, it was also suggested that familiarity in legal 
aspects, statistics, human anatomy, psychology, training techniques, workers' 
compensation and communication would be helpful (Lange, 1922). 
The theme of unsafe conditions was continued in an accident prevention book 
first published in 1931. Heinrich, a leading safety authority, indicated that the duties 
of the safety practitioner (safety engineer) included regular inspections of the 
workplace for unsafe conditions and unsafe practices of employees. It was further 
suggested that the safety engineer be expected to make recommendations for 
improvement of safety, to participate in safety training of a!! employees and to be a 
consultant to higher executives (Heinrich, 1950, pp. 45-46). Heinrich established 
many of the early safety standards in the USA and is recognized as the "father of 
occupational safety." 
The functions ofthe safety practitioner, known by several other names, 
involve many activities. Specifically and succinctly stated it entails: "investigation, 
research, and analysis of accident and health problem; invention and design of 
physical means of preventing accidents and occupational illnesses; and the 
development and direction of educational programs designed to create and maintain 
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safety awareness ut every level oft he organization" (DcReamer, l1JSR, pp 320-.12!! ). 
It was, also. suggested that the salCty !Unction. many times, included loss control or 
a potpourri uf uther activities_ 
The definition ot'thc safety position may vary, a~ it is perceived by diverse 
interest groups. Thus the safety function will change with the perception of the 
position. An essential part oft he safety engineering role "is the reduction of losses 
resulting from accidents and industrial diseases" of the working environment. This is 
a sound; however, limited definition. The major skills, stated, in general terms, to 
perform the duties, as described for this position, are "analysis, interpretation, and 
communications" (Rockwell, 1962, pp.16-19). 
During the 1960s a project was initiated, with the approval and support of the 
ASSE, to enhance the image ofthe safety profession. The successful mission of this 
undertaking was divided into three (3) parts: 
• First, describe the scope and functions of the safety profession. 
• Second, devise a formal educational system for the preparation of 
safety personnel. 
• Third, develop a certification program (Tarrants, 1963). 
The first and third goals were accomplished in the 1960s; however the second 
goal was not completed until the 1980s. The end result of the first goal was an 
explicit description of the scope and functions of the safety practitioner, which was 
first completed in 1963 and revised in 1994. The end product of the second goal was 
a suggested curriculum for the education of a safety practitioner. This task is 
continually under going revision and is at the center of constant controversy. The 
nature ofthe safety position continues to be deemed engineering by some and 
managerial by others. Consequently it is difficult for educators to focus on a 
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stamhtrd curricula The completion of the third goal resulted in an accredited 
accreditation process. It too, is controver~ial nnd under constant rcvi~ion to keep 
abrea~tofthe times The accreditation process has been criticized as having too 
many engineering type courses required lOr a school to be accredited. Recently the 
accreditation process has gone through a review and e11pccts to make changes in 
2001, moving from a "subject-based" to a "task-based" structure (Trebswcthcr p.3). 
From 1970 to 1990. Prior to implementation of the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act (OSHAct 1970) safety goals were disorganized resulting in an enigmatic 
safety function. The passage of the OSHAct abated some of the confusion as it gave 
some direction and purpose for safety activities. This also gave occupational safety 
and health curricula developers direction and requirements of what the industry 
needed. 
The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-9S6 
declares it to be Congress' Purpose and policy: ... to assure so far as 
possible every working man and woman in the Nation safe and 
healthful working conditions and to preserve our human resources ... by 
providing for training programs to increase the number and competence 
of personnel engaged in the field of occupational safety and health ... 
Section Zl(a) of the Act further states that: 
The Secretary .... shall conduct, directly or by grants and contracts 
education programs to provide an adequate supply of qualified 
personnel to carry out the purpose of this Act ... (OSHAct, 1970). /I 
Marcum (1973) suggested a suitable list of subject matter for an academic 
safety and health discipline: "safety philosophy; accident phenomena; safety 
practices; protective considerations; program elements; safety appraisal; and 
.· 
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supporting tio.:lds such as bdmvioral and engineering science as well as medical and 
public health relationships" (Widner, I CJ7J, p2fl I). Such a general listing certainly 
provides the needed li.JUndatiun tOr safety subject matter organization The body of 
knowledge and skills is both extensive and vnried. The listing needs to he broken 
down into specifics allowing safety educators and safety students to determine needs 
and areas of interest 
A research project was conducted in an effort to determine the type of material 
to be included in a safety curriculum for American higher education. The 
participants for this stt!dy were selected from the National Safety Management 
Society (NSMS) membership. One chief finding was that "safety practitioners would 
progressively utilize more and more communications skills and sophisticated 
managerial techniques" (Ferry, 1973, pp.49-89)_ These lindings could be suspect 
since the NSMS would be predisposed toward a management solution. 
Much ofthe discord, among safety personnel, is disagreement or absence of 
harmony that is the result of two different philosophies, technical and manageriaL 
The center of controversy is primarily among safety experts that believe technical 
knowledge is more important and another group that thinks management is the best 
source ofknowledge to practice safety. The technical group prefers to refer to the 
safety practitioner as safety engineer while the management group prefers the title 
safety manager. "The safety engineer is concerned with the world of hardware, 
mathematics, and the physical sciences whereas the safety manager is concerned 
with the science of getting things done through others" (LeCierg, 1975, p.l-2). 
Technical and manageriel concerns are decisions the developers of curricula, as well 
as safety students are encountering. 
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A<:cording to annther saiCty expert Margoli~ (I 915) organi?~ttional guidelines 
for promoting mul encuumging a smllld satCty peri(Jrmance is "cunccrn~d with 
princi1llcs of managcmcntnnd organi~<Jtinn, which arc the bases I(Jr n sate working 
environment " There nrc many cxamph!s of engineering solutions to accident 
problems that tililed because they did not <:(ll\sider the individual Engineers 
devdoped satCty ml•asurcs on equipment sudt as two hand punch press buttons and 
failed to appreciate f.1ctors of whether an operator would seck to sabotage it All 
these litctors arc human clements, the psy<:hological factor in accidem causation. 
This addressed the need !Or curricula developers to consider management and the 
behavioral sciences (pp.J-39). Margolis' approach further broadens the wrriculum 
issue on what wurscs an• needed. 
According to Brown ( 1976) "Although specialized functions must be 
performed by staff personnel the ultimate authority and responsibility for safety of 
the work force must rest with their immediate supervisors" (p.33). For the safety 
function to be effective, it is necessary to have clear lines of responsibility and 
authority between staff and line personnel. Safety will not be effective if organized 
as a separate function. In summarizing a second management strate~,')', Brown points 
out, "staff safety personnel are responsible for identifying hazards with respect to 
standards, and for implementing special countermeasures beyond the normal 
operational countermeasures required by day-to-day operations" (p.34). Brown goes 
on to say that communication and budgeting ski11s are essential for safety personnel. 
Helberg discussing "Management Involvement For Safety Engineers," first 
appeared ln the American Society of Safety Engineers Professional Journal in July 
1968. The editor of Direclions •111 Safely believed the message contained in this 
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discussion was relevant in 1976. Uc!berg mentions three safety positions and 
rclCrrcd to all three as safety engineers. The infercn~1:' !fom this article is although 
'' 
entitled safety engineer, and certain!)' rc<Juiring engineering knowledge, it is also 
necessary to lilnction as a manager for success in this positi{)n. The safety positions 
discussed were I ) insurance, company safCty engineer that works with company 
clients, and surely requires management skills: 2.) the corporate >H~fcty director and 
safety engineer, many times part of top management; and 3.) safety engineer, found 
throughout industry and obviously requiring managerial skills (Ferry, Wca\·er, 1976, 
pp. 171-180). 
Peterson ( 1978) another leading safety e:o~:pcrt's belief is the safety practitioner 
functions arc located in the following four major areas: 
A. Identification and appraisal of accident-and loss-producing 
conditions and practices, and the evaluation {)fthe severity of the 
accident problem. 
B. Development of accident prevention and loss-control methods, 
procedures and programs. 
C. Communication of accident and loss-control information to those 
directly involved. 
0. Measurement and evaluation of the effectiveness, of the accident 
and loss-control system and modifications needed to achieve 
optimum results (p 43.). 
From Peterson's view applications of all or some of these functions will depend 
upon the involvement of the safety practitioners and the nature and scope of the 
existing accident problem. 
The safety practitioner functions in a staff position to the line organization. 
They serve as a mentor and provide the safety moral values to the organization. 
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They use their knowledge and skills to inlluonce all levels of the line organization. 
This is a sensitive position and safety practitioners have to realize this, and usc this 
knowledge skillfully, in dealing with line managers. This docs not mean that their 
mcntoring is to be weakened in any way. Safety personnel should work closely with 
the engineers of the organization to make su¥e safety is considered in the design 
process. The safety position requires knowledge and skills in many disciplines and 
uses this information in a consultative status to the line organization (DeReamcr, 
1980, pp. 337-365). 
In the 1970s, after t~e enactment of the Occupational Safety and Health Act 
. ' 
(OSHAct), the Nation~: Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) 
funded a grant for an extensive study of the knowledge and skills required to 
function as a safety and health practitioner. The information obtained from this study 
resulted in additional reports regarding an academic education for safety 
practitioners. The Board of Certified Safety Professionals (BCSP), in 1980, utilizing 
the information attained by this study published a proposal for a Curricula 
Development and Examination Guidelines. This subsequently became known as 
BCSP Technical Report No. One, (Vernon 1980). 
These retommendations were sustained on evaluating BCSP certification 
examinations and NIOSH studies germane to the performance of safety 
practitioners. The proposal was the foundation for a second report, entitled 
Curricula Guidelines for Baccalaureate Degree Programs ill Safety, which is 
known as BCSP Technical Report No. Two. (1981). The No. Two Report was a 
joint effort approved by the ASSE and BCSP. 
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The sa!Cty practitioner in most orgar.illltions is a generalist because of the 
variety of activities required of this position. Consequently multifarious knowledge 
of safety is necessary for a successful performance. The manifold amount of 
information, for the sa!Cty function, is so vast it is not feasible for safety personnel 
to have in-depth knowledge of all activities. Safety experts agree on the variety of 
knowledge and skills required by the safety pmctitioner and as a result requiring a 
variety of courses to be taken at the college leveL It is advisable for the practitioner 
to continue learning since knowledge is the cudgel of safety personneL Continuous 
education is a must for this position. As Hammer (1981) stated "safety personnel 
must keep informed on latest developments" (p.l 0 I). It applies to the graduate from 
a safety school as much as it does to a person who has educated him or herself in 
safety. 
The safety position serves as staff or advisory to line personneL "The safety 
practitioner may have been given the responsibility for accomplishment of specific 
assignments, but the ultimate responsibility is still with the manager in control" 
(Hammer, 1981, p.99). The safuty practitioner has a staff function in acting as a 
facilitator to line management to accomplish the goal of safety and health for the 
workers. Line managers are responsible for attaining the safety and health goals. ln 
order to perform this responsibility top management has to provide the incentive. In 
other words line management has to be given the authority to accomplish the 
responsibility. 
"Once management's commitment to the goal of safety and health 
is attained the safety practitioner can get to the important functions 
of dealing with workers' compensation, collecting and analyzing 
statistical records, economic analyses, safety and health training, 
and dealing with both hazards and violations of safety r.nd health 
standards"(Asfahl, 1984, pJ2). 
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The sa!Cty practitioner has to provide the motivation, advice and training to line 
managers to achieve the sn!Cty and health goals. ll must riot be assumed that line 
managem~nt will perform their saiCty and health responsibility without proper 
stimulation. 
Ned K. Walters, li"om a presentation at the ASSE Professional Development 
Conference (PDC), June 1981, also appeared in professional safety, August 1983 
discusses DuPont's approach to occupational safety and health (OSH). Mr. Walters 
states that OSH is a line management responsibility and that the safety practitioner 
provides expertise on OSH matters, functioning from a staff position. "At DuPont 
the chief executive officer is viewed as the chief safety officer and is so committed 
as are all other executives" {Ferry, 1985, p.79). Ferry also states line management is 
responsible for preventing occupational injuries and illnesses and are charged with 
providing effective safety training for all employees. Top management talks safety 
at DuPont and more importantly they walk their talk. Management can set a good 
example for the workforce by being visible using proper personal protective 
equipment when walking through the plants. Another e:-;ample is not to give silent 
assent to unsafe conditions or practices. This approach provides an e:<ample for all 
employees to 101\ow. 
A study was conducted, by Dillon (1985, pp. 27-62) with the purpose to 
determine performance expectations of corporate safety practitioners. A survey 
questionnaire, using the Delphi technique, was sent out to "the jurors" requesting 
them to rank a list of functions essential to this position. A literature review was 
used to develop this list of expectations. The respondents reported the following, in 
order of rank, expectations: 
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1. Seeking active support for satCty function affairs from 
management. 
2. Serving as a "consultant" to management for the development of 
policies and regulations; and 
3. Developing safety related polices for the organization. 
Based on a lack of information regarding the necessity of technical skills for this 
position, respondents appeared to believe that managerial functions were more 
important for success as a corporate safety practitioner. 
According to Bird and Germain ( 1986) the safety practitionei should use a 
management approach to safety ~ince it is not practical to eliminate all accidents. 
The management concept would provide the means to reduce injuries and all other 
types of accidental losses. Bird and Germain fun her point out it is logical for the 
modern practitioner to see the management concept since this position is concerned 
with, "union activities; consumer agitation; litigation, technology advancement; 
workforce turnover; inflation costs for insurance; workers' compensation, and 
repairs due to accidental damages; medical research; and efficient energy" (p.8). 
This entire list of activities would be best handled by a management approach. 
Again, line management is considered to have the final responsibility for the 
safety activities of the workforce. This respon:;ibility has to begin at the top level of 
management and delegated down through hierarchy. The first level supervisor is the 
vital ingredient ofthis po·ocess. This line manager is in constant contact with the 
workers. The safety practitioner should be a member of the management team since 
they must deal with a vast amount of many different types of activities. Safety 
personnel serve in a staff capacity. Practitioners are generalists since a wide range of 
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knowledge is required for a successful performance. "Their role is to administer 
safety policy, to provide technical expertise to train' supervisors in safety techniques, 
to conduct safety promotion, and to keep management informed of status oft he 
program" (Anton, 1989, p.45). In essence the safety position is a safety consultant 
to the line and other stall' members of management. Their main function is !O assist 
line and other operating managers to perform their safety responsibilities easier and 
more efticiently. 
A consider1ble amount and a variety of knowledge and skills is necessary for 
a safety practitioner to successfully function." The qualifications for a safety 
practitioner should include (1) knowledge ofhazards, safety principles and 
techniques; (2) knowledge of engineering; and {3) knowledge of business 
administration" (Grimaldi 1989, pp.114-11 5). There is a great deal of controversy 
among modern safety experts as to whether a management education or an 
engineering type of education best serves safety personnel. Obviously both types of 
knowledge and skills would be helpful as well as knowledge and skills from a vast 
number of other disciplines. Safety engineering is sometimes considered the ethi;_al 
motivator of industrial operations. It certainly provides moral values for the 
engineering profession. Seiden (1989, p.3) states "basically it is a human science 
that is qualitative and practical as well as quantitative and theoreticaL" Seiden goes 
on to say "safety is concerned with the recognition, evaluation and control of 
hazards and risks." Safety is not only the moral, but also the most economical road 
for an organization to follow for the long haul. Safety practitioners, using cost-
benefit analysis, and working with line managers have devised economical solution 
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to costly safety problem. Psychological, Hnancial and managerial skills would 
support advocates of a curriculum to include bLLsiness skills. 
From !990 to Pr~!;J:U. A study was conducted by the University of Southern 
CalitOrnia to determine a profile of occupational safety and health professionals. 
Current students and graduates of the schools' occupational safety and health 
academic program were surveyed. The results indicated that "safety and health 
professionals were fully aware of the multidimensional and multidisciplinary nature 
of their field. They understand the need for knowledge of biology, chemistry, 
physics, engineering, law, psychology, management, education, and numerous other 
disciplines" (Erickson, 1991, pp. 33-34). lt is not surprising that safety practitioners 
recognize the knowledge and skills required to function in the profession, since a 
lack of information to perform a task is most frustrating. It was interesting to note 
that they were aware of course needs to correct any dearth of such knowledge and 
skills. 
Safety practitioners are employed by many types of employers and perform a 
variety of functions. In fact, their type of employment may very well influence 'the 
activities for their position. They may be employed in "healthcare, insurance, 
construction, manufacturing, transportation, academia, or mining" (Brauer 1992, 
p.l7). Thus functions may vary with their employment. Brauer also suggests "that 
the functions of safety practitioners span a number of disciplines." Furthermore; as a 
discipline, "safety is distinct from, but involves elements in business and 
management, engineering and technology, education and training, health and 
medicine, law and government and many more" (p.17). Although the working 
environment will probably influence the functions of safety personnel, there exists a 
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conunmmlity of knowledge necessary IUr all sa!Cty and health practitioners (Brauer, 
1992, pp. 16-21 ). This once again reiterates the diversity of the sa!Cty position ami 
the need for educators to review their curriculum from time to time. 
Laing, ( 1992 p.80) enumerated in the Accident Prevention Manual for 
Industrial Operations Administration and Programs there arc four chief functions of 
the Professional Safety position. 
The mnjor areas arc: 
A. Identification and appraisal of accident and loss producing conditions 
and practices and evaluation oft he severity of the accident problem. 
B. Development of accident prevention and loss control methods, 
procedures and programs. 
C. Communication of accident and loss control information to those 
directly involved. 
D. Measurement and evaluation of the effectiveness ofthe accident 
and loss control system and the modifications needed to achieve 
optimum results. 
The safety professional in performing these functions, according to Laing ( \992) 
will draw upon specialized knowledge in both the "physical and social sciences." It 
wi11 be necessary to apply the principles of measurements and analysis to evaluate 
safety performance. A fundamental knowledge of statistics, mathematics, physics, 
chemistry, as wei! as a basic knowledge of engineering principles will be required 
(p.80). Laing goes on to say knowledge of behavior, motivation, and 
, communications will be utilized." Knowledge of management principles as well as 
the theory of business and government organization wi11, also, be required" (p.80). 
The challenges of the future for a safety position stated by Laing as "needing a 
unique and diversified type of education and training" (p.80). This again justifies 
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rationale for conti(uous education by the safety practitioner as well as institutions 
and educators cm/iinuuus monitoring of the needs of the safety proH:ssion. 
A cogent sa!Cty and health curriculum would include "all fields of endeavor 
!Or which the generic base is hazards. Then logically such areas as occupational 
safety, health, environmental affairs, product safety, public safety, transportation 
sa!Cty, public health, physics, system safety, fire protection engineering, and the like 
should be included" (Manuele, 1993, p.24 ). This expert advocates course work in a 
broad variety of safety areas and is indicative of the complexity of planning an 
occupational safety and health curriculum. 
Soule (1993) conducted a study to determine the appropriateness of the safety 
science curriculum at the Indiana University of Pennsylvania (IUP). The research 
surveyed graduates, their faculty, and their employers to judge if graduates were 
prepared for the responsibilities of their current positions. The research indicated 
that "IUP was successful in many areas, the most significant weaknesses .. (1) 
environmental management; (2) management skills' (3) computer applications; (4) 
worker' compensation, and (5) risk management/insurance areas" (p.71).1t was 
concluded that in addition to technical skills, curriculum be expanded to better 
encompass "computer applications and management skills" (p.84). According to the 
literature this study is in agreement with similar studies of this type. 
It should be emphasized the modem health and safety manager is concerned 
with issues "that are multifaceted and complex" (Goetsch 1993, p.lll). These 
issues, according to Goetsch, include such diverse topics as: "stress; explosives; 
laws; standards, and codes; AIDS; product safety and liability; ergonomics; ethics; 
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automation; workers compensation; and an ever-changing multitude of others" 
(p. 111 ). Changing legislation, technology, and culture is continually adr.ling to this 
list of concerns. Since it is unreasormble to expect one individual to possess expert 
knowledge in all these areas, Goetsch states "health and salCty management has 
evolved into a team concept of operation" (p. 112). In fact, the safety practitioner is 
dependent upon many other discipline e.~perts to assist in performing the health and 
safety functions. The team concept of management, for heath and safety is similar to 
other modern management team concepts (Goesch, 1993). Safety 
practitioners/engineers usc technical procedures for the elimination or reduction of 
hazards. Therefore, engineering knowledge and skill is a definite asset. This expert 
suggests that both managerial and technical skills are necessary for a safety 
practitioner and development of safety and health curriculum. 
"Early on many ergonomic principles were not incorporated into existing 
operations because of a lack of awareness among engineering and safety personnel" 
(Mims and Kolbe-Mims, 1994, p.2!8). Once a new design is implemented, it is 
necessary for safety personnel to evaluate the operation to insure the operation is 
safe. These types of safety issues need to be worked on by the safety practitioner and 
engineer. Lending each other's expertise for the better of the organization and 
employees. Ergonomics may at this time, be brought into a course relevant to the 
college program, for future graduates. 
Another safety authority Mims (1995) agrees with almost all other health and 
safety specialist that safety functions are a staff or advisory capacity. Then it may be 
inferred that line management is responsible for the every day safety and health of 
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the worklbrce. It is further suggested that the safety division is the nucleus from 
planning and unifying the safety activities. 
More speciticn!ly, the safety prnctitioner: 
• Carries out specific hazard identification and analysis. 
• Supervises and appraises the performance of all disciplines involved 
in the life cycle of a product. 
• Originates and directs corrective action and recurrence controls. 
• Communicates performance findings to all levels of management. 
• Underscores line organization responsibility and accountability for 
safety. 
Provides visibility of results to management. 
It is the safety practitioners' obligation to make the safety tasks of line managers 
user friendly and doable (p.234). 
The health and safety coordinator/safety practitioner should be responsible for 
"the hazard management process, the organization of it for reviewing its progress. 
These responsibilities include organizing meetings, seeking information sources for 
assessment, inspection of workplaces, monitoring compliance with legislation, 
assisting people at all levels of the organization" (Taylor, Easter, Hegney 1996, pp. 
81-82). Although suggested by Australian occupational health and safety experts it 
is much the same as found in the literature for the USA safety authorities. 
The result of a study by safety practitioners, using certified safety 
professionals as judges, to determine information was conducted with over 50 
percent of the respondents ranking the following topics 3.5 out of a possible 4.U. 
Accident causation and investigation; behavioral aspects of 
safety; computer applications; environmental safety; l'rgonowics; 
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ethics; lire sa!Cty; hazardous materials; industrial hygiene; 
perlbrmance measurement; sa!Cty and health regulations; 
risk management; safety internship; safety management; 
safety training; workers' compensation; and written and 
verbal eommunications.(Ferguson, 1995, p.45). 
The result of this research ·,~oincides with similar research found in the literature, 
sali:ty is diverse and covers many disciplines, thus a curriculum updating is 
important. 
In discussing the scope of the professional safety po,sition Tarrants ( 1963) is 
quoted by Kahn ( 1996, p.l4~ 15) that according to the ASSE, the scope of the 
Professional Safety Position is as follows: 
To perfonn their professional f,mctions, safety professionals 
must have education, training and experience in a common 
body of knowledge. Safety professionals need to have a 
fundamental knowledge of physics, chemistry, biology, 
physiology, statistics, mathematics, computer science, 
engineering, mechanics, industrial processes, business, 
communication, and psychology. Professional safety studies 
include industrial hygiene and toxicology; design of engineering 
hazard controls; fire protection; ergonomics; system and process 
safety; safety and health program management; accident 
investigation and analysis; product safety; construction safety; 
education and training methods; measurement of safety perfonnance; 
human behavior; environmental safety and health; and safety, 
health, and environmental laws, regulations, and standards. Many 
safety professionals have backgrounds or advanced study in other 
disciplines, such as management and business administration, 
engineering, education, physical and social sciences, and other 
fields. Others have advanced study in safety. This extends their 
expertise beyond the basics of the safety professional. 
Because safety is an element in all human endeavors, safety 
professionals perform their functions in a varkl, of contexts in 
both public and private sectors, often employing specialized 
knowledge and skills. Typical settings are manufacturing, insurance, 
risk management, government, education, consulting, construction, 
health care, engineering and design, waste management, petroleum, 
facilitates management, retail, transportation, and utilities. Within 
these contexts, safety professionals must adapt their functions to 
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fit the mission, operations, and climate of their employer. 
Not only must safety pro!Cssionals acquire the knowledge and skill 
to perform "their functions elfectivcly in their employment context, 
but also through continuing education and training they stay current 
with new technologies; changes in laws and regulations, and changes 
in the workforce, workplace, and world business, political, and social 
climate. 
As pan of their positions, safety professionals must plan for and 
manage resources and funds related to their functions. They may be 
responsible for supervising a diverse staff of professionals. 
By acquiring the knowledge and skills of the profession, developing 
the mind set and wisdom to act responsibly in the employment 
context, and keeping up with changes that affect the safety 
profession, the safety professional is able to perfonn required 
safety professional functions with confidence, competence and 
respected authority. 
This statement of the scope and functions of the safety position established the 
elements in developing an OSH curriculum. There is not much disagreement, among 
safety experts, to the wntents of this description, the assertion is sufficiently broad 
to penni! all factions to embrace it over time. 
',' Two surveys, conducted in 1989, defined safety professional competencies. 
First a study by Indiana State University, according to Carruthers ( 1996 p.59), 
indicated the five most important skills necessary for safety programs success were; 
hazard recognition; verbal communications; written communications; safety 
training; management ability. The six areas where development was needed for 
advancement were management ability; computer science; industrial hygiene; 
ergonomics; hazardous materials; fire science. Carruthers (1996) citing another 
study by Lon R. Ferguson oflndiana University of Pennsylvania, USA, focused on 
the" Appropriateness of major content topics in baccalaureate safety curricula" 
(p59). The following in the top 50 percent of responses: Verbal Communications, 
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Accident Causation and Investigation. Wri!len Communications, Industrial Hygiene, 
SaiCty nnd \lealth Regulations, SaiCty Management, Safety Training, Environmental 
Safety and \-leah h. Hazardous Materials, Ergonomics, Computer Applications, 
Measurement of Safety, Performance, Ethics, fire Safety, Risk Management, 
Behavi•Jral Aspects of Safety, and Design for Engineering Hazard Control (pp.58-
59). This suiVey, too, helped de tine safety competencies, based on importance of job 
and the future, pertinent to a never-ending need for curricula revisions and research. 
The American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE I 996 [online]) states: 
"that the broad field of safety is concerned with the 
inter-action between people and the physical, chemical, 
biological and the psychological forces which affect 
their well being. It is necessary to realize that all of these 
forces influence or affect people simultaneously, therefore 
the safety professional cannot study one area without studying 
the effects of others." 
Once again emphasizing the need for management, technical, psychological and 
other knowledge and skills to function as a safety practitioner. 
According to Kahn {1996, pp.IS-17) the functions of the professional safety 
position as related to the protection of people, property, and the environments are: 
• Anticipate, identify, and evaluate hazardous conditions and practices. 
• Develop hazard control designs, methods, procedures, and prO,!:,'fllnlS. 
• Implement, administer, and advise others on hazard controls and 
hazard control programs. 
• Measure, audits, and evaluate the effectiveness of hazard controls and 
hazard control programs. 
It is suggested that, "in the past, USA academic emphasis has been to prepare 
students for domestic operations. Yet, the reality is that USA graduates work as 
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safety prolbssionals in !i)reign countries, work with safety professionals in lhreign 
countries and hire safety professionals educated in foreign countries, In 1996, the 
ASSE boasted 32,000 members with 525 international members who work in 54 
countries" (Helmrich-Rhodcs, 1997). 
Today more than ever there is no longer a USA economy, it is a Global 
Economy. Countries such as Japan, Germany, South Korea, England, Italy, Canada, 
USA and other maJ'or industrial powers have set up joint ventures in other countries, 
:'' \ 
either in eo11aboration or by themselves. Also, with the advancement of International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 14,000 standards, safety and health programs 
are getting more standardized to meet local as we11 as international requirements 
(Shah, 1997). It appears to be the position of the last two safety experts above, 
Heimrich-Rhodes and Shah, that safety and health curriculum should include 
material relative to a global economy. It was even suggested that foreign languages 
should be advised for some safety and health students. 
Apparently the interest in a quality safety and health education, peaked in 
1997. It was in March 1997 that a group of safety and health educators arranged a 
conference to air their views. Approximately fifiy (SO) OSH educators gathered in 
Las Vegas, Nevada and suggested methods of improvement for safety education 
(Kolbe-Mims, 1997). As a result of this conference one of the attendees, G. LeBar 
Managing Editor of Occupational Hazards (OH), conducted a mini-survey in the 
Occupational Hazards publication. This survey was published in the May, 1997 
issue and reported in the Septt'mber 1997 issue. According to this survey: "Safety 
and health professionals would like to know more about international safety, 
industrial management and accounting, and a lot less about calculus" (LeBar 1997, 
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p.55). Calculus is an integral component of most USA safety and health college 
curriculum lOr a baccalaureate degree. It has been and remains the most 
controversial oft he required courses for a baccalaureate degree in OSH. It i~ logical 
to surmise that this course requirement has its roots in the early OSH curriculum 
when various engineering disciplines made curriculum recommendations. 
Richardson ( 1997) alleges that "currently safety practitioners arc confronted 
with an increasingly complex and dangerous business environment. The 
advancement in technology has not only presented many new hazards, but also 
enables us to identify many previously unrecognized hazards in the workplace and 
the environment" (p.35B). This alone provides support for continuous course 
revisions and development We had minimal, if any, violence or security problems 
in schools and organizations a decade ago, now we need to look at ways of 
protecting our children and employees in another way. This adds not only to the 
dilemma of the safety practitioner, but also the developers ofOSH curriculum to 
provide the knowledge to deal with security problems. 
A study was conducted to detennine occupational safety management 
competency required by safety practitioners. This research used safety educators and 
certified safety professional practitioners as referees. Another objective of the study 
was to ascertain any difference in judgment of the two groups of referees. The 
results indicated a sharp difference in how educators and practitioners view the 
safety role. Like previous researchers, in the literature, technical, management and 
communication skills were judged to be equally important. It was concluded that 
safety practitioners in the beginning of their career need technical skills as they 
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progress management and communication skills become increasingly important 
(Blair, 1997, pp, I, 7, 130-132). 
SaiCly, is a multidimensional subject, which presents a major challenge for 
planners of academic safety and health curriculum. A quandary exists since there arc 
a variety of seemingly appropriate courses to provide the knowledge and skill 
requirements to successfu!ly function as a safet} :and health practitioner. The 
problem is e:mcerbated by college and university administrative limitations on the 
number of credit hours pennittcd for baccalaureate degrees. "Safety is an 
interdisciplinary field involving many disciplines, for example, engineering, 
education, life sciences, to name a few. Certainly the safety professional's 
knowledge and skill in communication and problem solving is essential. In fact, it is 
difficult to suggest any college or university courses that would not prove beneficial 
to a safety professional in performing the safety function"(Mims, 1997, p.17). 
Early on most safety problems were defined by unsafe conditions and 
technical knowledge was essential for safety practitioners. Thus an engineering 
education proved most beneficial. Currently many, and for many years safety 
professionals have been citing unsafe acts as the culprit for a preponderance of the 
safety problems. To be more specific, at least, eighty-five percent (85%) of 
accidental injuries in American industries result from unsafe acts. Concurring with 
this philosophy then motivation and training would be a logical method of 
improving the situations (Kolbe-Mims, 1998, pp.36-40). 
Safety and health academicians seem to suffer ambivalent feelings when 
attempting to prescribe a standard curriculum for a safety and health baccalaureate 
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degree. A major part of this attitude is the broad field 'applications ofthr! safety 
prolCssion. 
"Dedicated safety pro!Cssionals arc at odds as to what 
the basic academic preparation requirements for one 
entering into and practicing in the broad field of occupational 
safety should be. On one hand some state that the satCty 
professional should be well versed in the sciences especially 
engineering. While on the other hand there are those that 
profess the practicing safety professional should be well 
versed in the management area. Still others claim the 
practicing safety professional needs to have a combination 
oftechnical and management skills and the ability to 
communicate effectively and be a problem solver." 
(Hansen & Murray, 1998 p.! ). 
During two conferences of USA safety and health educators topics of 
discussion indicate a profound interest in improving the safety and health 
cuniculum. This is evidence by a sampling of attending educators during the 1995-
1997 time period. One of the problems with the occupational safety and health 
cuniculum plight was that safety degree programs emerged from existent university 
departments. "They can be found in departments of technology, physical education, 
health education, health science, management, environmental health, public health, 
fire and protection services, safety management, safety science, safety education, 
industrial education, community health, and the list goes on. Missing from the list is 
a preponderance of engineering departments"(Hansen and Murray, 1998). Perhaps 
this is rationale for the dissatisfaction with such courses as calculus being a 
requirement for an occupational safety and health curriculum. Unquestionably 
engineering knowledge serves a safety professional well, but so does knowledge and 
skills in a number of other disciplines thus presenting a difficult problem. Calculus 
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is a prerequisite to matriculate in an engineering discipline; however, is it necessary 
for a safety career? 
It is argued that: 
"safety practitioners play a primary role in developing 
and implementing a safety management system. First 
it is necessary to sell the system to management in 
order to obtain their commitment. Next, in conjunction 
with supervision, work on refining the organization's 
safe practices into clear language and useful tools. Then 
it is time to implement the safety management system 
with one-on-one contacts, coaching and formal safety 
training" (Schaechtel, 1998, p.24). 
Once the system is well established there will be more time for the important 
process of rnentoring and training. Mentoting and training is a continuous procedure 
and increasingly improves the safety performance (p.24). Schaechtel presents an 
argument for a safety management position and suggests training activities to 
accomplish the OSH goals. He does not elaborate on any specific knowledge to 
accomplish these goals. 
Safety Management is defined by Della-Giustinia, {1998) as "a process of 
protecting human resources, preventing property resources and promoting efficacy 
resources on an organizational level." Del!a-Giustinia, goes on to define 
management as "a process of reaching organizational goals by working with and 
through people and other organizational resources"(p.289). The purpose of safety 
management is to protect all employees, conserve all property, and use all the 
resources efficiently. Slavin (1998) discussed the following skill set for the safety 
and health professional as proposed by the National Safety Management Society: 
Communications, Ergonomics, Industrial Hygiene, Labor Relations, Management 
System Audits, Product Safety, Off Job Safety, Workers' Compensation, Ccmputer 
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Literacy, Strategic Planning, ANSI staudards, OSHA standards, OSHA 
E!lfon.:~UIC'lt, Behavioral Safety, Environmental Laws. These are all-important to a 
curriculum as \\:~11 as a practitioner and need to be reviewed as technology and laws 
change. 
In a \999 national safety survey conducted among the readers of the 
Occupational Hazards Magazine reflected that "safe jobs usually involve duties 
covering a number of management and technical disciplines." This study is in accord 
with previous research reported in the literature (Minter, 1999, p.27). 
Manuele stated, ( \999, p.20), "The Hazard Review Committee will conduct all 
phases of design review for equipment and processes." The Safety, Health, and 
Environmental Practitioner (SHEP) are an essential resource for this committee. 
"SHEP will assist in identifying and evaluating hazards in the design process and 
provide counsel as to their avoidance, elimination and control" (Christensen and 
Manuele, 1999). This is suggesting that the safety practitioner needs technical and 
management knowledge and skills to fulfill obligations since the design team will 
come to them for advise on the understanding of codes, regulations and so forth. 
Although an inference may be assumed from the title American Society of 
Safety Engineers that the function of the safety practitioner is largely of an 
engineering nature this may be misleading. The ASSE appears to assign the staff 
function to safety managers in the following passage: 
Safety managers recognize and devise methods to control 
Hazards with management skills and techniques needed 
to administer a department or facility. The safety manager 
may direct the safety program of a large plant, corporation 
or department within local, state or federal government. 
(ASSE 2000, career [online]) 
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"Safety manngers must have a sound understanding of management principles, 
a complete knowledge of the organization, the ability to get along with people and 
be skilled in efl'ectivc communication to function successfully" (Gordon 1976). The 
safety practitioner should devote a major portion of their time to advising, training 
and motivating line and other members of staff management. They should not 
become a victim of spending a large portion of their time on such routine activities 
such as inspections (Gordon 1976, Hazard Control Manager, Spring 2000, p.l ). The 
above statements apply to most of the management proponents in this literature, 
suggesting mentoring and training without providing tools to accomplish these 
goals. This research was to locate some of those knowledge and skills to prepare the 
safety practitioner to do the job. Once those knowledge and skills were identified 
development of a cunicula could begin. 
Summary 
The modem safety practitioner certainly requires a vast knowledge of many 
disciplines for a career in OS H. Therefore the safety and health curriculum debate 
continues. The evidence is overwhelming that the experts, past and present, arc 
generally in agreement on many of the generic functions of a safety professional. On 
the other hand, interpretation ofthe general functions into specific responsibilities 
may alter the consensus to some degree. In addition, the type and culture of the 
enterprise plays a major role with specific functions. For example, the safety and 
health priorities would differ for food or foundry, nuclear or automobile assembly 
operations, and so fo1th. Also, it would differ for the type of enterprise; that is, 
manufacturing or srrvice, institutional or mining operations. Considering that the 
safety and health priorities are different, thus the role of a safety practitioner would 
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vary. As long as the basic functions remain similar, a model safety and health 
curriculum can br achieved. 
Functions of the occupational safety and health practitioner arc needed to have a 
knowledge base to establish a college and university curriculum. The review of 
literature most authors agreed on the basic functions. There continues to be 
controversy on whether technical or managerial type courses are advantageous to a 
safety practitioner. There was little, if any, mention of experiential learning in the 
literature review, although this researcher finds it important to a safety and health 
curriculum as well as a safety student. Experiential learning will allow the student to 
see and learn to develop some of these skills mentioned by the literature. With the 
technology and legislation culture under constant change, graduating safety students 
see a need to continue their educational studies, as do developers of curricula see the 
need for revisions. 
Perhaps Adams (June 2000 p.27) sums it up best with the following: 
The ideal safety professional has a balance of technical and managerial 
skills. To be effective, a safety professional must be both engineer and 
manager. When this equation falls out ofhalance, it creates a rift between 
the "safety engineering" school ofthought and the "safety management" 
school of thought. This rift can only prevent safety from being seen as 
a true profession--and it threatens to further divide the two camps 
whose collective energy should be focused on protecting employers 
and employees who count on them. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY 
As previously stated the primary purpose of this study is to determine if a model 
Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) baccalaureate degree curriculum, in the USA 
could be developed. A secondary goal was to determine if Occupational Safety and 
Health practitioners and Occupational Safety and Health educators would agree on 
course offerings. Since safety and health baccalaureate degrees exist in the USA, 
then a logical conclusion indicated a curriculum was present. A literature search, a~ 
well as networking with safety and health personnel, suggested dissatisfaction with 
current safety and health course offerings. As a means of achieving the established 
goals it was evident that a methodology had to be developed. 
Development of Instrumentation 
The essence of the study goals explicitly direct attention to a need to 
collect data from two sources, namely safety practitioners and safety 
educators. Nonnally a survey is used for collecting such information. The 
design, development and administration of instrumentation to deal with this 
phase of the study presents a principal area of concern. A decision was made 
to use the Delphi technique. This is a sy~tem, developed by a research and 
development organization, the Rand Corporation, as a means of short-tenn 
forecasting. This instrument is designed to use questionnaires, although, the 
process for data gathering and examination differs from standard methods. It 
demands collaboration of a panel of experts of the completion of a sequence 
of questionnaires. The data sought by this device nonna!ly is concerned with 
the authority's judgment relative to a particular subject matter. This tool uses 
a procession uf questionnaires; four were employed for this study. Each of 
the series of questionnaires was evaluated to obtain a group consensus and 
this information was used as feedback to a pilot group of participants. 
Responses were analyzed then summarized and submitted to the experts with 
each revised questionnaire. "Note that the goal of the Delphi approach is not 
to produce a single answer as output but to produce instead a relatively 
narrow spread of opinions within which the "majority" of experts concur". 
(Anderson, Sweeney, Williams 1990, p.687). 
Pilot Population 
Practitioners Twenty-five (25) safety practitioners were chosen as 
one of two pilot groups for this study. Almost all of these subjects possessed 
a baccalaureate degree; however, not necessarily in an OSH discipline. All of 
them were employed full-time in OSH and had, at least, five (5) years of 
OSH experience. Additionally, participants were selected from different 
geographical sections of the USA, as well as from different types of working 
environments. 
An endeavor was undertaken to choose subjects by job titles, as a 
method of discovering hierarchy of position. This proved to be a fruitless 
effort since there are many titles without any distinct or specific meaning for 
OSH activities. For example, safety professional, safety engineer, safety 
manager, safety and environmental manager, safety and industr;al hygienist, 
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risk manager, safety specialist and safety consullant The answer rests in the 
type of position the safety practitioner seeks. Utilizing various safety and 
health directories the listed titles were helpful in a random selection of safety 
practitioners to be chosen for the pilot group and, also, used for the final 
survey. 
Educators. The second representation chosen for the pilot group 
consisted of twenty-five (25) occupational safety and health educators. 
Subjects were randomly selected from universities with a four-year- degree 
program where the primary focus is OSH. 
These same criteria were used to select candidates for the general 
population on the final survey, which was sent to four hundred eighty nine 
(489) individuals. A major source of respondents for the general survey was 
an American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE) brochure entitled "Safety 
and Related Degree Programs, 1998-99". Other sources included World 
Safety Organization (WSO), American Industrial Hygiene Association 
(AIHA) National Safety Council Business and Industry (NSC/B&I) 
directories. Another leading source resulted from investigating OSH degree 
programs listed within universities on the internet. Degrees programs 
investigated ranged from obviously related titles, such as, occupational safety 
and health, risk manager to less recognized titles, such as, industrial 
technology concentration in safety, safety management and the like. 
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Measurement 
The crilica! im:idrnt lrdmique, DelphltedmitJIW, and !.iker/.\"cale, 
were used as ways of obtaining data, and judgments from the responding pane!. 
Then respondents were asked to indicate their degree of agreement or disagreement 
with each statement in the form of a questionnaire, using a Ukerl scale. Each 
response is associated with a point value, and an individual's score is determined by 
summing the point values for each statement (sec table 2). Rank order was used in 
the surveys. Subjects arc arranged in order of score and each subject is assigned a 
rank. As Guilford stated (1950, p. 29) "Measurements in terms of rank order simply 
give us the serial arrangement of things." 
The independent variables being studied: 
1. Educators, courses important to safety and health 
2. Practitioners, courses important to safety and health 
With the use of contingency tables for educators and practitioner's rate of 
importance, as depicted in table one {I). 
Table 1 
Contingency Table 
Extremely Somewhat Notal All 
Important Important Important Important Totals (,' 
Educators 19 5 0 25 
Prnctitioncrs 17 6 2 0 25 
Totals 36 11 3 0 so 
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Table 2 
Likert Scale For Resnondcnt to Rate lmnortanc<; 
Place an (.X) in the bo.x that best reflects the importance to a Safely and J-lc~Uh 
Curriculum 
4 3 2 
htromdy S""'"'hat 1\'otat/111 !'•~'"" I 
Professional Core Jmp<>n:Ull Jmr""""' lmp<lrtanl lmp"'unt S«>ro 
Analysis and Design For Safety X 2 
Construction Safety X 2 
Elements of Environmental Safety X J 
Ergonomics/Human Factors Engineering X 4 
Experiential Occupational Safety and Health X 2 
Learning; Internship 
Fire Protection I Prevention and Control X J 
Fundamentals oflndustrial Hygiene and X J 
Toxicology 
Introduction to Security X 
Legal Aspects of Occupational Safety and X 2 
Health 
Methodolob'Y For Safety Training X 2 
Motor Fleet and Transportation Safety X 
Principles of Occupational Safety X 4 
Psychological Aspects of Safety and Health X J 
Safety and Health Management X J 
System Safety Analysis X J 
PreiJarathm tourses 
Chemistry with Laboratory and Including X 2 
Organic 
General Statistics X 2 
Human Anatomy and Physiology X 2 
Physics with Laboratory X 2 
other Reguirements 
Communications X 4 
Production Concepts X 2 
Fundamentals of Computer Science X J 
Elementary Business Administration X J 
(Include Budgeting) 
Total Score of person 1 58 
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Dnta Collection Methods 
A verbal survey was the instrument of choice to inaugurate the survey. Several 
colleagues were approached with a request to participate in this study. Twenty· two 
(22) candidates, eleven (II) educators and eleven (II) practitioners, agreed to serve 
and were elected to the pilot panel with the understanding that they would 
participate in the entire study. Both telephone and face to face interviews were 
adopted to conduct this phase of the survey. A few of these early questions 
considered demographics: however, the majority of questions dealt with the 
information required to successfully function in the working world as a safety 
practitioner. Several questions were posed regarding university OSH curriculum for 
a baccalaureate degree in this field. Another set of questions involved prerequisite 
courses, currently used by many USA universities, for matriculating into a 
curriculum leading to a baccalaureate degree in OSH; for example, mathematics, 
chemistry, physics, human anatomy, computers, and so forth. These questions 
evolved into a digression regarding the necessity for knowledge contained in these 
courses for a successful career in OSH, (see verbal survey Appendix A). 
This verbal process engendered useful information, as by-products. A couple 
of these proved most worthwhile. First, other co!leagues as well as other sources 
were suggested in this verbal approach. Second, brainstorn1ing assisted with the 
development of the questionnaire, as well as time limits for administration of the 
questionnaire. 
As a result of this initial survey the pilot group was expanded. The current 
pilot group members who thought they would add value to the study recommended 
individuals. A few other sources, such as USA government and other OSH group 
listings for additional subjects to be used in the general survey were also referenced. 
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The National Institute of Occupational Safety and llcalth (NIOSII) and the National 
Safety Council (NSC), the American Industrial Hygiene Association (AJHA) 
provides a rich source of prospective subjects. Telephone or e-mail was used to 
contact the ad~itional prospective subjects in an clfort to select the most appropriate 
candidates. In the final analysis fifty (50) subjects were chosen for the pilot group, 
consisting of twenty-live (25) safety practitioners and twenty-five (25) safety 
educators. 
Letter of Transmittal 
Evolution of Survay ], From the interview questions, a critical analysis oft he 
information was evaluated and a short questionnaire was devised to be mailed to 
each person in the group of educators and practitioners in a self addressed stamped 
envelope (see Appendix B). 
After two weeks had passed a fol!ow-up e-mail reminder was sent to each 
individual that had not returned the survey. After another week had passed the ones 
who did not respond were phoned and/or e-mailed again with an attached or mailed 
survey. This received various responses from thanks for the reminder to you are on 
my to do list. For various reasons, a few stated they were unable to participate any 
longer, due to a move or job change. A few more did not respond and were dropped. 
A necessary modification resulted in the rejecting and replacement of a few of the 
pilot group members. This group of pilot members was continued throughout the 
remainder of the research following the response to the first survey. The end result 
was fifty (50) proper subjects. 
Figure one (1) depicts results of survey l sent and returned. Thirty-eight (38) 
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practitioners am! thirty"six (36) educators were sent survey I for a total of seventy" 
tOur (74) surveys sent out in self addressed stamped envelopes. Twenty-five (25) 
educators 
and twenty-five (25) practitioners responded to survey one, which became the pilot 
group. 
ElSent I!!IRetumed 
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Practitioner Educator Both 
Figure I 
Written Survey One Response Rate Pilot Group 
69% practitioners returned survey I 
66% educators returned survey I 
68 %both pract1tioners and educators returned survey I 
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The overall response to survey one was the safety practitioner's primary 
objective is to: 
+ reduce work-related injury and illness. 
+ reduce opcmting cost through safety. 
+ increase safety awareness at all levels of the organization. 
+ implement and oversee health and safety policy. 
+ comply with legislative standards for the industry. 
+ fit with organizational culture of the enterprise. 
+ encourage and support employee involvement. 
+ have common sense, and dedication to the job. 
Within the scope of the objective would include other functions; that is, 
}- recognize 
> evaluate 
;.. monitor and 
> control hazards, and so forth. 
Evolution of Survey II. Each survey I was reviewed to create a list of all 
topics. The information from suggested course names were included in the list. 
Nevertheless, course titles were reserved for the final survey. The first page was a 
cover letter explaining the consensus of the group and what to do with this next 
survey. There were three (3) pages of knowledge, skills and topics created with the 
information received in the first survey of the pilot group. Using a Likert type scale, 
each pilot group was to mark how they felt it was important to a safety and health 
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practitioner's occupational safety and hcahh curriculum. This was fOr the purpose of 
constructing survey H. 
The Likert method is based on the assumption that an overall 
~core based 1m responses to the many items renccting a 
particular variable under consideration provides a reasonably 
good measure of the variable. These overall scores arc not the 
final product ofit;dcx construction: rather; they arc used in an 
item analysis to select the best items (Babbie 1992 p.J80). 
Survey II was now created and sent to the pilot group of educators and 
practitioners, along with a self addressed stamped envelope (sec Appendix C). 
The pilot group was allowed nearly four weeks to return the survey. All survey 
headings included researcher's address, e-mail, phone number and fax number in the 
event they had questions or concerns about the survey. Each survey was coded to 
allow for contact purposes only, the opportunity to know who were the non-
respondents. Again, an e-mail reminder was sent out after two weeks, making sure 
they did, indeed, receive survey II. There were as many as three e-mail reminders 
sent to the ones that did not respond or return survey II. Ultimately all fifty (50) of 
those contacted responded via e-mail or USA mail in the returned self addressed 
stamped envelope, with appropriate responses. This group of fifty (50), twenty-five 
(25) educators and twenty-five (25) practitioners ren·, .. ,ncd stable throughout the 
data collecting process. 
Transformation of Survey Ill. For Survey Ill each survey II was perused and 
documented. The information from suggested duplicates were combined, for 
example computer literacy and internet skills. The results were scored and ranked, 
again, using rank order. The first page contained a cover letter explaining what the 
consensus of the group was on survey ll. The second page was of knowledge and 
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skills ranked in order of importance. I' age three (3) was added at this lime with a 
sampling of course titles that came from earlier surveys and current college and 
university catalogues. Again, the survey w1: ~ S(.' ' to the pilot group of educators and 
practitioners with a self addressed stamped envelope. The pilot group was made 
aware this would be the linal survey prior to sending it to a larger population of 
educators and practitioners (sec Appendix D). All surveys had in the heading the 
researcher's address, e-mail, phone number and fax number in the event respondents 
had questions or concerns about the survey. A few did, and communication resulted 
to an excellent advantage. Each survey was, again, coded to allow this researcher, 
for contact purposes only, the opportunity to know who were the non- responders. 
Development of Survey IV. Information developed from the pilot group was 
used to create the final survey to be mailed to the larger and final group. The 
information of knowledge and skills was related to a course topic to assemble what 
is now the fourth (4th) and final survey which was sent to 489 subjects, consisting of 
OSH educators and OSH practitioners. 
The rank score of each survey III item and topic was to determine the 
combined importance by item. A Likert type scale was included which facilitated a 
value selection. Each item was being scored in a uniform manner. Each t:xtremely 
important response received four points, each important response received three 
points each somewhat important response received two points and each not at all 
important response received one point. 
Like subjects and topics were combined, for example, data base systems and 
computer concepts, to develop a survey that was organized into three sections, core, 
preparatory, and elective courses. Several university catalogs were referenced to 
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determine sections and length ofprogmm. Most university baccalaureate curriculum 
is composed of 120 to 130 semester credit hours. For this reason generic course 
descriptions were not provided, to allow responders to interpret the course 
description within the contc:d of their own objectives. 
Ouestiommi[!! review. The llnal survey was sent out via email, to randomly 
selected pilot members for critique and understanding, Suggested changes were 
discussed and implemented. Limiting the survey to three pages, was this researcher's 
goal. 
Population sample. The process of locating large numbers of safety educators 
appeared monumental. Universities teaching occupational safety courses were 
viewed from several sources including the internet. Not knowing the school that 
housed the occupational safety and health departments made it difficult to locate 
educators. Once the school was located the task of finding the department was an 
issue. Not all universities have an occupational safety and health department, many 
are located in the college of education. Some are located in business or engineering 
and a few in various other en !leges. There were a total of ninety-six universities or 
colleges being sent a survey to the educators of safety. A similar process was used to 
find a sample population of safety practitioners. Directories from the NSC, B & I 
Division, ASSE, WSO, AIHA, were all used to randomly select safety professionals 
working in a safety and health position. Additionally regional locations were 
considered, with forty-one states and ninety-three different USA companies 
represented. From a list of five hundred names a list of potential responders was 
selected to keep the sample of practitioners and educators equal. Each of the names 
supplied was assigned a code number for purposes of identification. 
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Data Collection, The initial mailing of survey IV and letter of transmittal (see 
Appendix E) was sent to a population oi489, including 244 educators and 245 
practitioners. Babbie states, ( 1992, p.207) "If you want to be 95% confident that 
your study findings are accurate within plus or minus five percentage points of the 
population parameters, you should select a sample of at least 400." Using the 
Micro5oft Word program a database was established and set up ofthe sample 
popul<ttion. Envelopes !Or mailing the survey, the survey to be mailed and the self 
addressed stamped envelope for the survey return were all created and printed out by 
the researcher. All surveys were mailed by and returned to the researcher. 
Within two weeks after the initial mailing date 208 of the 489 surveys had 
been returned by the survey sample. After a month another 106 surveys had been 
returned, for a total of 314 (64%) returned. 
Fo1\ow-un Correspondence. For respondents whose e-mail addresses were 
available reminders were sent out on three different occasions. According to 
Babbie, (1992, p.282) it is generally advisable to plan follow-up mailings in the case 
of self administered questionnaires, sending new questionnaires to those respondents 
who fail to respond to the initial appeaL A total of94 (54%) e-mail reminders were 
sent to non-responders along with another copy of the survey. Follow-up telephone 
ca!ls were made to all of the non-responders which this researcher did not have e-
mail address. 
From the follow-up reminders an additiona141 (23%) responders returned 
survey IV. Some of the returns were by e*mail some responded that they were no 
longer teaching in occupational safety and health courses, yet others responded as 
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being retired from the field of safety, which created a total of I 8 unusable surveys. A 
total of 337 usable survey responses were received as a result of the mailings with 
three e-mail reminders, which represents a return rate of72%. 
As completed surveys were returned each was opened, examined and assigned 
an identilication number, along with the date of return. The identification numbers 
were assigned serially segregating educators and practitioners for later analysis. 
Data Analysis 
The data from the 337 survey questionnaire respondents were consecutively 
numbered and recorded onto code sheets and verified to assure the accuracy prior to 
the analysis ofthe data. 
Safety educators were coded separately numbered ( 1-171) and the safety 
practitioners numbered from ( 1-166) to test the research question: will safety 
educators and safety practitioners agree on course offerings? There was a 72% 
response rate (see figure 2) from the total sample including 72.5% educators 
responding and 71% practitioners responding with 18 undeliverable for various 
reasons (sec Appendix K). 
To assure accuracy by doing a second check before analysis was to begin, the 
data were then entered and stored in a computer spreadsheet. Again, keeping the 
responses of educators and practitioners responding in a separate spreadsheet as well 
as a separate spreadsheet for the total population. 
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SmYC}'S ~cut 
Educators 
Sent 
Returned 
Not Returned 
Practitioners Undeliverd 
Figure 2 
Respondent/ Non- Respondent 
Evaluation of Recommended Courses 
Total sample 
To make a determination of the importance of the course responses, that is 
extremely important, a ranking was conducted of all the courses, core, preparatory 
and electives. To make yet a further study of the differences of the respondents a 
separate ranking of the educators and practitioners was conducted of all responses 
using a Likert scale: extremely important four points, important three points, 
somewhat important two points and not at all important one point. This analysis 
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facilitated the determination of the perceived importance or each course by the 
respondents. This information, after being ranked, to assure accuracy was entered a 
third time into a Statistical Analysis System (SAS) at University of Wisconsin 
Madison, to do comparisons orthc respondents. 
The SAS System provides extensive statistical capabilities, 
Including tools for both specialized and enterprise-wide analytical 
needs. Research institutes, laboratories, market research firms, 
universities, pharmaceutical companies, government agencies, 
bunks, and insurance companies can all take advantage of these 
statistical capabilities. From traditional analysis of variance to 
exact methods to statistical visualization techniques, the 
SAS System provides the tools required to analyze data and help 
your organization make the right decisions. (SAS 2000, June) 
Using the SAS system the frequency procedure created a table per item by 
group. This provided the ordinal categorical ranking distributions per group. Using 
the educators as the reference distribution one may compare the practitioner's 
distributions. 
Working with the natural ordering that existed, a technique was used that takes 
advaatage of this natural ordering called RIDIT analysis. This procedure compares 
the actual ranked distributions. The term RIDlT refers to, "relative to an identified 
distribution." RIDIT analysis, as pointed out by Slavin (1977, p.l6), may be more 
sensitive to the chi-square statistic for comparing two independent samples when the 
variable under study can be classified into ordered category, such as we have in this 
study where educators and practitioners are responding to extremely important, 
important, somewhat important or not at all important. 
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Using the RID IT analysis three values were th~n provi~c~ (I) the mean ridit 
(2) the standard error of the mean ridit and (3) a z-valuc. The z-value level indicates 
the level of statistical significance at the p< .05. This analysis tested the means to 
determine if safety educators and safety practitioners differed significantly from 
each other. 
Graphic outputs were also generated using Box-and-Whisker plots ofthe 
ranked distributions for each of the items, by sets of core course, preparatory and 
elective items. This type of graph is useful comparing one variable for several 
different groups. (Wilson, 1999). This technique gives you a quick visual of the 
distribution ofranks. Additional analysis was conducted to determine whether the 
respondent was an educator or practitioner and whether the respondent was trained 
in a technical area. The SAS system was again conducted to determine distribution 
of ranks for the total population on all course titles. 
Response Bias 
Using the SAS system, initially a regional bias was assessed, to detennine 
percent of bias by responders to non-responders. Gender was assessed with non-
responders and responders creating a table of gender by respondent frequency 
procedure. Additionally school type for educators and industry type for practitioners 
was assessed as well as technical group by respondent and non- respondent. 
Reliability 
To obtain the reliability for the occupational health and safety curriculum analysis 
all data was collected by one researcher using the same pilot members for all 
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questionnaires. Rank order was completed to assess the reliability. GuillOrd, 
(1950, p. 474) stntetlthat reliability is of a certain instrument applied to a certain 
population. Reliability is again, the extent to which the same measurements of 
individuals obtained under different conditions yield similar results. "Reliability is a 
clearer matter. Survey research, by presenting all subjects with a standardized 
stimulus, goes a long way toward eliminating unreliability in observations made by 
the researcher." (Babbie 1992 p.279) 
Validity 
Instrument validity was addressed in the development of the Occupational 
Health and safety curriculum questionnaire. Validity refers to the degree to which an 
instrument measure~ what it is supposed to be measuring. According to Babbie, 
(1992, p.l32), in conventional usage, the term "validity" refers to the extent to 
which an empirical measure adequately reflects the real meaning oft he concept 
under consideration. These study~employed procedures to address content; construct 
and face validity. 
Content Validitv. Content validity refers to the representativeness ofthe 
content of the instrument used in the study. The degree to which a measure covers 
the range of meaning included within the concept (Babbie, 1992, p.l33}. The 
construction of the occupational health and safety survey questionnaire addressed 
the procedures for the concept of content validity. The Delphi technique was used as 
a method of obtaining judgements from a panel of experts, in this study, the experts 
were occupational health and safety educators and practitioners. The researcher 
began by asking open-ended questions to a target group. The next phase used a 
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critical incident technique with the data collected in a semi-structured interview, and 
from the interview a critical analysis was performed (Polit, 1991 p.280). A Likert 
scale was used to measure attitudes that involved the summation of the statements to 
which the respondents were asked to indicate their degree of agreement or 
disagreement. With this information it allowed an avenue for the researcher to 
compare the two groups. 
Construct validity. Construct validity, as described by Babbie (1992, p. 133), 
is based on the logical relationships among variables. Construct validity relates to 
the instrument ability to appear to do what it is intended to do. This calls for a 
continuing accumulation of information from various sources. Pilot members 
including safety educators and safety practitioners were asked to review the draft 
questionnaire to insure understanding and accuracy. The researcher, satisfying the 
pilot group made requested changes. The way the instrument was constructed using 
critical incidents, Delphi, Likert type items argues for construct validity too. 
Face Validity. The critical incident technique measurement posses the 
strongest face validity. Face-to-face interviews with prospective pilot members 
allowed for learning what the members viewed. Face validity was obtained by 
asking for objective data, regarding existing curriculum in occupational safety and 
health. This was accomplished by personal interview sessions with pilot group 
referees. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
This chapter presents the analysis of the data conccrniny the courses needed 
to detennine if an Occupational Safety and Health curriculum could be developed. 
Through the process of statistical analysis, identifications will be made and 
conclusions drawn. A combination of descriptive, inferential and non-parametric 
statistics was used. Rank-Order, a non-parametric method was used on the analysis 
of the questionnaire. Weighting of the rankings was used to determine congruency 
among practitioners and educators. The chapter is divided into sections, which 
present different aspects of the study, by core courses, preparatory courses and 
elective courses. The sections include RID IT analysis, Box-and-whisker plots, bias ' 
'·'· I\ 
analysis, and weighting of the rankings. These sections will include areas of \'\ 
investigation that will address the research questions. 
Chi·Square Test 
Tests for an association between two categorical variables· non-parametric 
·chi· square was to be used in the !ina\ analysis to compare individual responses to 
the whole. The goodness of fit test focuses on the differences between the observed 
frequencies and the expected frequencies. Hypothesis testing procedure was used 
comparing results with those that are expected when the null hypothesis is true. The 
hypothesis test is based upon how close the sample results are to the expected 
results. Since this research is concerned with the order or ranking of courses, 
and the possible di1Terencc across various conditions or groups, the simple 
r_2, distribution of Chi-Square based test is inappropriate for this research data. This 
analysis looked at the distribution of ranks given to each course baseci'..?n various 
conditions. For example, whether the respondent was an educator or a \iractitioner 
and whether the respondent was trained in a more technical field. 
A frequently employed device is to number the categories from one for the 
least important to some higher number for the highest importance, and then calculate 
means and standard deviations and apply a !-test or analyses of variance. This 
approach has many drawbacks. For one, it is giving the impression of greater 
accuracy than really exists. For another, the results one gets depend on the 
particular system of numbers employed. For the aforementioned rationale, this 
researcher has chosen to use an analysis know as "Relative to an Identified 
Distribution" (RID IT) analysis (Bross, 1958, p.IS). According to Hanneman, (1996) 
the RID IT scoring model is a common one that underlies a number of rank-order 
statistical procedures. This mean RIDIT was used as a substitute measure of 
relationship, a measure of congruency between the two groupings. The mean RID IT 
(Equation I) was used in place of Spearman Rank correlation coefficient. A measure 
of significance of how poorly the groups relate to one another is found with the 
Z-value. As Selvin (1977, p 16) stated, RJDlT analysis uses a probability relative to a 
reference distribution as a means of identifying differences between groups. 
Research Question 
Will a model safety and health baccalaureate curriculum emerge? 
Will safety educators and safety practitioners agree on course offerings? 
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Ridit Analysi§ 
The RID IT analysis is basically testing the following hypothesis, 
Ho: Distribution of the ranks for retCrence (educators) group"' 
Distribution of the ranks for the comparison (practitioners) group. 
If the Z-vnluc is less than ± 1.96, then the distribution of ranks is significantly 
ditTcrent at the alpha< .05 level.(Andcrson, Sweeney, Williams, 1997, p. 755). 
There exists a problem, of summarizing data and making comparisons among 
different samples when using data that are ranked or have an ordinal position. Since 
attempting to quantify the ordinal scales also induces problems, this researcher has 
decided to work only with the natural ordering that exists. A technique that takes 
advantage of this natural ordering is the RID!T analysis. Virtually the only 
assumption made in RIDIT analysis is that the discrete categories represent intervals 
of an underlying but unobservable continuous distribution. No assumption is made 
about normality or any other fom1 for the distribution. To further understand these 
processes consider the example in Appendix F. 
A good but not well-known statistic for the treatment of ordinal data 
is ridit analysis. Bross developed ridit analysis in 1985 (Sic](Bross, 1958). 
He chose the name ridit in analogy to probits and logits. The first 
three letters ofridit stand for relative to an identified distribution. 
Ridits represent a probability measure relative to any reference 
distribution as contrasted with probits that are relative to a theoretical 
nmmal distribution. Ridit analysis is an appealing technique for 
treating ordinal data because the reference distribution can be chosen. 
There are few assumptions to be fulfilled (Senneus and Delesis, 
1996, p.351). 
RIDIT analysis was proposed by Bross (1958) and has been applied to the 
study of automobile accidents (Bross, 1960), cancer (Wynder, Bross, and Hirayama, 
1960), and mental illness (Spitzer, eta!., 1965). Kantor, Winkelstein, and 
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Ibrahim ( 1968) made a mathematical review of RID IT analysis, and a critique of 
RIDIT annlysis has been conducted by Mantel (I 979). 
RID IT analysis begins with the selection of a population to serve as a standard 
or reference group. In this research, a reference group was arbitrarily selected, for 
example educators, non-technically trained individuals, and so forth. RID IT 
analysis, as pointed out by Selvin { 1977, p.\6), "may be more sensitive to the chi-
square statistic !Or comparing two independent samples when the variable under 
study can be classified into an ordered category." 
The mean RIDlT for the comparison group is simply the sum of the products 
of the observed frequencies times the corresponding RIDIT weights, divided by the 
total frequency (n1). (see Appendix F and Equation I). 
k 
r=Z:r;Y; 
i= I 
(I) 
The standard error of the mean for the comparison group is given by Equation 2. 
s.e(r)= ~ 
2v3n2 n1G1I+ n2X/11+ n2-l) 
(2) 
A test of significance of the difference between the obtained mean RID IT and the 
standard value of 0.50 may be given as in Equation 3. 
z 
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r- .5 
s.e.(r) 
(3) 
The mean RIDIT for the comparison group is interpreted as follows. If the 
mean RlDIT is greater than 0.50, then more than half of the time a randomly 
selected subjectli·om the comparison group will have placed a higher importance 
on ranking a course thnn a randomly selected subject from the reference group. 
For example, if the mean RIDIT lOr the comparison group is r"' 0.567, with 
se(r) "'0.019, and Z"' 3.36, then the comparison group's distribution on ranking 
was significantly higher than the reference group. Using educators as the reference 
distribution one may compare the practitioner's distribution. If the mean RIDlT 
for a comparison group is greater than 0.50 then educators tended to rank the item 
less important than practitioners. The RID\T procedure compares the actual ranked 
distributions. If the mean RIDIT was less than 0.50 then practitioners tended to rank 
the item less important than educators. 
The RID IT of a comparison group gives a probability tl>at a 
randomly selected individual from that group has a higher score 
than a randomly selected individual from the reference group. 
The RID IT of the reference group itself is, by definition, .500 
(Senneus and Delesis, 1996, p.351 ). 
The Z-values indicates the level of statistical significance in the mean 
IUD ITS. If the Z-value is greater than ± I .96 then the distribution of ranks is 
significantly different at the alpha <0.05 level. Here we usc the example for 
Core item 2, as shown in Table 4, with the educators being the reference group 
one can say the practitioners tended to significantly rank (Z -2.467) (p<.05) 
Fundamentals oflndustrial Hygiene and Toxicology less important than 
educators (see Table 3). 
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Core Course~ 
Table 3 
Core Course Titles by Reference Number 
Jlrinciples of Occupational Safety & Health 
2 Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology 
3 Safety and Health Program Management 
4 Psychological Aspects of Safety and Health 
5 Analysis and Design For Safety 
6 Methodology for Safety Training 
7 Experiential Occupational Safety & Health Learning 
8 Legal Aspects of Occupational Safety and Health ,, 
9 Fire Prevention! Protection and Control 
10 Ergonomics/ Human Factors Engineering 
11 System Safety Analysis 
12 Product Safety 
13 Safe Handling of Materials 
Table4 
Core Course RIDIT Analysis Ranking Distribution 
Core Mean Standard Error 
" 1> vuurse RID IT of the Z-valuc Probability 
Mean RIDlT 
1 0.494 0.022 -0.239 >.05 
2 0.444 0.022 -2.467 <.05 
3 0.487 0.022 -0.567 >.05 
4 0.495 0.022 -0.216 >.05 
5 0.510 0.022 0.477 >.05 
6 0.511 0.022 0.586 >.05 
7 0.465 0.022 -1.540 >.05 
8 0.421 0.022 -3.510 <.05 
9 0.476 0.022 -1.050 >.05 
10 0.476 0.022 -1.070 >.05 
11 0.478 0.022 -0.939 >.05 
12 0.514 0.022 0.664 >.05 
13 0.509 0.022 0.415 >.05 
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Examining core course eight, in Table 4 RIDlT Analysis, Legal Aspects of 
Occupational Safety and Health, the practitioners tended to significantly rank 
(Z- 3.510) (p <.05) less important than educ~tors. One can look at this in further 
detail by reviewing Appendix H, reading the core courses, a table per item by 
group, educators denoted by (0), practitioners denoted by (I). This provides the 
ordinal categorical ranking distributions per group. As a measure of the topics 
perceived importance to responses, codes were applied to responses. Extremely 
important assigned a value of(4), important (3), somewhat important (2) and 
not at all important a value of(l), as depicted in tableS. 
Table 5 
Distribution of Ranks 
4 
3 
2 
Extremely Important 
Important 
Somewhat Important 
Not at AlllmportarC) II 
First let us examine course (2), Fundamentals oflndustrial Hygiene 
and Toxicology. Educators (0) being used as the reference distribution, one 
may compare the practitioner's (l) distnbution. By referencing table 5 to 
interpret the scale value, that is 4 "' extremely important. From the total 
sample 68% educators responding ranked the course extremely important 
compared to 57% practitioners. Of the 212 total sample responding extremely 
important 55.2% were educators compared to 44.8% practitioners. From the 
total sample core course eight, Legal Aspects of Occupational Safety and Health, 
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educators (0) as the reference distribution comparing the distribution of 
practitioners ( 1 ), there were 52% educators ranking this course extremely 
importnnt compared to 39% practitioners. Of the 154 responding extremely 
important, 57.79%, were educators compared to 42.21% practitioners (as 
illustrated in Appendix H). 
In further detail viewing table 4, RlDIT Analysis, it can be seen there is no 
level of statistical significance in the mean RID ITS for the remainder of the core 
courses. There is a level of congruency between the educators and practitioners' 
responses with the remaining core courses, that is the z-value is ± 1.96. 
The courses include: 
Principles of Occupational Safety and Health (I) 
Safety and Health Program Management (3) 
Psychological Aspects of Safety and Health (4) 
Analysis and Design for Safety and Health (5) ,\ 
Methodology for Safety Training (6) 
Experiential Occupational Safety and Health Learning (7) 
Fire Prevention/Protection and Control (9) 
Ergonomics/Human factors Engineering (1 0) 
System Safety Analysis (II) 
Proc!•Jct Safety (12) 
Safe H~ndling ofMaterials (13) 
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Box-and-Whisker Plot 
A box-and-whisker plot can be useful for handling many data values. 
They allow people to explore data and to draw informal conclusions when two 
or more variables arc present. It shows only certain statistic5 rather than all the 
data. Fh·e-numher summmy is another name for the visual representations of the 
box-and-whisker plot. The five-number summary consists of the median, the 
quartiles, and the smallest and greatest values in the distribution. Immediate visuals 
of a box-and-whisker plot are the center, the spread, and the overall range of 
distribution (Nord 1995). 
Lower 
Extreme 
I 
lower 
Quartile 
I 
Upper 
Quartile uooer 
Me['an I Ext~eme 
~::::::£!1 21--1-+- I I I I l+t-l 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Box-and-Whisker Plot 
The Box-n-Whisker Plot is good at showing the extreme values 
and the range of middle values of your data. The box shows us 
the middle values of a variable, while the whiskers stretch to 
the greatest and lowest value of that variable. 
TheBox-n-Whisker plot was invented in the 1970's by John 
Tukey .... 
This type of graph is useful comparing one variable for several 
different groups. A box plot of that variable can be drawn for each 
group on one page, giving you a visual representation of the 
differences of that variable according to group. For example: The 
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poverty rate of ditTerent countries might be compared by looking 
at the bo:-:-n-whiskcr for that count1y in relation to the box-n-whi~ker 
graph of the poverty rates of the othe1 countries. 
It is sometimes called the Five-number summary, because it uses five 
summary statistics !Or a certain varinble. These summary statistics are 
median 
the middle of the data when it is arranged in order from least 
to greatest, think ofsplilling the data into two equal groups. 
lower quartile or 25 '11 percentile 
the median of the lower half ofthe data 
upper quartile or 75 •h percentile 
the median of the upper half of the data 
minimum value 
the smallest observation value 
maximum value 
the largest observation value 
• the Box portion of the Box-n·Whisker plot includes 50% of the data 
• the whiskers extend to the minimum and maximum data values 
• more than one box plot can be drawn for the number scale 
allowing comparison of variable by groups (Wilson1999 ). 
The box-and-whisker plot analysis summarizes a set of univariate 
observations. When interpreting 1 box-and-whisker plot, you can acquire a 
lot of information swiftly. Box-and-whisker plots were generated from the 
total sample of the ranked distributions for each of the items, by sets of core, 
preparatory and elective items. According to Dorner (1997) the location of the 
median line and the relative length of the whiskers help indicate how symmetrical 
the data are. When the median lies far from the center oft he box or if one 
whisker is much longer than the other is, you know that the distribution is skewed to 
some extent. 
Reading the box-and-whisker plot for core courses in figure 4, rllfcrencing 
the distributions of ranks as not at all important (I), somewhat important (2), 
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important (3) and extremely important (4). The highest median rank distribution of 
four, (4) is lbr core course one, two, three and ten respectively. 
' -
' ' B 9 10 II 12 13 Core Courses 
Core Courses Total Sample Population 
The highest median rank core course as viewed in figure 4 include; 
• I, Principles of Occupational Safety & Health 
• 2, Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology 
• 3, Safety and Health Program Management and 
• 10, Ergonomics/Human Factors Engineering. 
The lowest overall median ranked was course twelve. 
} 12, Product Safety 
li 
I/ 
<>: ._i'!( 
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Referencing the mean RID IT in table 4 one can sec the core courses 
with the highest rmtk, in ligure 4, with the least amount of variability, more 
congruency, was !Or core course (I), Principles of Occupational Safety and 
Health (0.494). This is !Ollowcd by courses (3), Safety and Health Program 
Management (0.487) then (I 0), Ergonomics/ Human Factors Engineering 
(0.476) and (2), Fundamentals oflndustrial Hygiene and Toxicology (0.444). 
The frequency procedure created by the Statistical Computing System 
(SAS) demonstrates the distribution of ranks for the total sample population in 
detail in Appendix G. This analysis will reveal core r:ourse with the highest 
frequency distribution, one Principles of Occupational Safety & Health 83.69%, 
two Fundamentals oflndustrial Hygiene and Toxicology 62.91%, three Safety 
and Health Program Management 66.17% and ten Ergonomics/Human Factors 
Engineering 50.45%, as depicted on the whisker plot analysis in figure four. 
The core courses with a median rank of three, distribution ofranks skewed 
toward the higher end making them next in importance are: 
• 5, Analysis and Design For Safety 
• 8, Legal Aspects of Occupational Safety and Health 
• 9, Fire Prevention/Protection and Control and 
I 
• //11, System Safety Analysis 
• 13, Safe Handling of Materials 
• 6, Methodology for Safety Training 
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As was discussed earlier with the RlDJT analysis for course (B) Legal 
Aspects of Occupational Safety and Health, although at a high ranking, the mean 
RID IT is not the best, (0.421), some individuals did not agree with this ranking. 
Continuing core courses being skewed toward the lower end, of the whisker 
plot ( 4), Psychologicnl Aspects of Safety and Health, (7), Experiential Occupational 
Safety & Health Lenrning and (\2) Product Safety the lowest median ranked course. 
Reviewing these lower ranked courses of the distribution between educators and 
practitioners in Appendix H. Further breakdown one can see 24% of the sample 
responded extremely important to core course (4) Psychological Aspects of Safety 
and Health. Another 26% responded somewhat important with I% responding not 
at all important. Of the 167 responding important 27% educators responded 
important with 23% practitioners responding important. Indicating although this 
course ranked lower on the whisker plot SO% of the sample viewed the course 
important. 
Core course (7) Experiential Occupational Safety & Health Learning 25% of 
the 170 educators ranked this course extremely important with one educator not 
responding. The 166 responding practitioners 20% ranked Experiential Occupational 
Safety & Health Learning extremely important. Of the educator group, 6% ranked 
Experiential Occupational Safety & Health Learning not at all important with 9% 
practitioners ranking not at aU important. 
Product Safety with the lowest median rank score, of the 337 responding II% 
ranked this course extremely important. Of the !59 responding somewhat important 
SO% were educators and 49% practitioners, one practitioner responding not at all 
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important. This would suggest the educator group and practitioners group agrees on 
the ranking. 
Prcparatoty Courses 
Reviewing the RID IT analysis for the preparatory courses, reference table 6 for 
titles. 
Table 6 
Preparatory Course Titles by Reference Number 
Computer Applications 
2 Chemistry with Laboratory and Including Organic 
3 Principles of Statistics 
4 Human Anatomy and Physiology 
5 Principles of Physics with Laboratory 
The mean RIDlT less than 0.50 indicate that the educators tended to rank all of the 
preparatory courses higher than the practitioners. The Z-value shows a significant 
difference between the two groups where practitioners tended to rank all the 
preparatory courses lower than the educators. 
Table 7 
Preparatory Course RIDlT Analysis Ranking Distribution 
Prep The Mean Standard Error Z-value Probability 
RID IT 
of the Mean RlDIT 
1 0.429 0.022 -3.150 <.05 
2 0.397 0.022 .-4.550 <.05 
3 0.408 0.022 -4.090 <.05 
4 0.443 0.022 -2.500 <.05 
5 0.446 0.022 -2.360 <.OS 
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Viewing the data in Appendix I, will give a closer look at the non-congruency 
in preparatory course two, Chemistry with Luboratory and Including Organic, with a 
Z· value of -4.550. Oft he one hundred respondents ranking this item extremely 
important 64 % were educators oompared to 36% practitioners. Practitioners do not 
view a course in Chemistry with Laboratory and Including Organic as important as 
educators. This is followed by preparatory courses: 
• (3) Principles of Statistics 
• (I) Computer Applications 
• {4) Human Anatomy and PhysiolOh'Y and 
• (5) Principles of Physics with Laboratory. 
Repeatedly practitioners tend to rank the preparatory courses lower than educators. 
' Prep~ratmy Courses 
FigureS 
Prep.tratory Course~ Total Potlulatioo 
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Examining the box-anri-whisker plot in figure 5 one can observe the overall 
median rank distribution from the total population. Evaluating the preparatory 
courses the following a1mlysis can be drawn from figure 5. 
The overall highest median rank for the total population sequence is: 
> (I) Computer Applications 
);. (2) Chemistry with Laboratory and Including Organic 
> (3) PrincipleS of Statistics 
> (4) Human Anatomy and Physiology 
} (5) Principles ofPhysics with Laboratory. 
Course two, distribution of ranks is skewed toward the higher end making it more 
important compared to course three ( 3), four(4) and five (5). 
Although practitioners significantly ranked course (I) Computer 
Applications Lower (0.429 Z -3. 150) it nevertheless has a higher overall median 
rank for the total population. One can review Appendix G, the Statistical Analysis 
System (SAS) distribution of ranks to find 30% of the total sample population 
ranked Computer Applications extremely important. Reviewing Appendix I, 
SAS system frequency procedure, 44% of the \65 responding practitioners ranked 
Computer Applications importa~i while 45% ranked it extremely important. 
Principles of Statistics course {3), 50.6% of the !66 practitioners responding ranked 
this course impo1tant. Educators ranked Principles of Statistics similar, of the 171 
responding 48% responded important. Preparatory Course (4) Human Anatomy and 
Physiology 41% of the 166 practitioners responding ranked this course important 
compared to educators at 45%. Principles ofPhysics with Laboratory course (5) 
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43% orthe practitioners responded important compared to 36% educators 
responding important. Of the 171 educators 25% responded extremely important to 
Principles of Physics with Laboratory whereas merely 14% practitioners responded 
e:-.tremely important. 
Electives Courses 
A review of the RID IT analysis in table 8, elective courses, wil! find the 
following courses where educators tended to rank the item more important. The 
mean RIDIT is less than 0.50 (3) Technical Writing, (7) Research Methods (12) 
Elements of Environmental Safety and Health, (20) Writing skills Including 
Rhetoric & Composition, (21) Construction Safety, (22) Motor Fleet and 
Transportation Safety, (23) Introduction to Security and (24) Epidemiology. 
Practitioners tended to rank the following electives more important. The 
mean RID IT is less than 0.50 (1) Techniques of Business Management and Business 
Economics. The remaining list follows in order with: (2) Logic ( 4) Measurement 
of Safety Program Performance; (5) Facilitating Skills; (8) Time Management; 
(9) Operating or Manufacturing Processes and Materials; (1 0) Financial Skills; 
(11) Chemical Safety; (13) Labor Relations; (14) Quality Assurance; ( 15} Foreign 
Language; (16) Introduction to Computer Aided Design;( 17) Ethics of Safety; 
(18) Fundamentals of Public Speaking; (19) Business Mathematics; and (25) 
ElectricaVMechanica\ Fundamentals. 
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The z-value shows a significant diC!Crence between the two groups in eleven 
oft he elective courses. The courses with a level of statistical significance, non-
congmency, arc courses: 
-/ 1, Techniques of Business Management and Business 
Economics 
.( 2, Logic 
.( 3, Technical Writing 
.( 5, Facilitating Skills 
.( 7, Research Methods 
-/ 8, Time Management 
-/ 9, Operating or Manufacturing Processes and Materials 
-/ 10, Financial Skills 
-/ 12, Elements ofEnvironmental Safety and Health and 
-/ 24, Epidemiology. 
Electrical!Mechanical Fundamentals, course 25, has a marginal significance at a 
z-value of 1.98, practitioners tended to rank the course higher. 
The z-value in table 8 indicates the level of statistical significance in the 
meanRIDlTS. When z <-1.96 or> 1.96 shows how poorly the two groups relate 
to one another. 
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Table 8 
Electives Course RIDIT Analysis Ranking Distribution 
Elective The Mean Standard Error Z-value Probability ' RlOIT of the I! Mean RIDIT .,-.-- -: 
1 0.631 0.022 5.860 <.05 •• ,, 
2 0.587 0.022 3.900 <.05 li 
3 0.392 0.022 -4.800 <.05 ,, 
4 0.542 0.022 1.890 >.05 
5 0.643 0.022 6.410 <.05 
6 0.534 0.022 1.520 >.05 
7 0.403 0.022 -4.320 <.05 
8 0.623 0.022 5.510 <.05 
9 0.577 0.022 3.440 <.05 
10 0.592 0.022 4.110 <.05 
11 0.502 0.022 0.130 >.05 
12 0.431 0.022 -3.090 <.05 
13 0.531 0.022 1.420 >.05 
14 0.508 0.022 0.377 >.05 
15 0.516 0.022 0.725 >.05 
16 0.518 0.022 0.805 >.05 .. 
17 0.514 0.022 0.647 >.05 
18 0.514 0.022 0.632 >.05 
19 0.524 0.022 1.070 >.05 
20 0.475 0.022 -1.100 >.05 
21 0.460 0.022 -1.740 >.05 
22 0.485 0.022 -0.660 >.05 
23 0.496 0.022 ·0.158 >.05 
24 0.417 0.022 ·3.660 <.05 
25 0.544 0.022 1.980 >.05 
t,. 
':. 
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Table 9 
Elective Course Titles by Reference Number 
:j 
Techniques of Business Managc,ncnt & Busin~'S Economics 
2 Logic 
3 Technical Writing 
4 Measurement of Safety Program Performance 
5 Facilitating Skills 
6 Risk Management Loss Prevention/ Control 
7 Research Methods 
8 Time Management 
9 Operating or Manufacturing Processes and Materials 
10 Financial Skills 
II Chemical Safety 
12 Elements of Environmental Safety And Health 
13 Labor Relations 
14 Quality Assurance 
15 Foreign Language 
16 Introduction to Computer Aided Design 
17 Ethics of Safety 
18 Fundamentals of Public Speaking 
19 Business Mathematics 
20 Writing Ski11s Including Rhetoric & Composition 
21 Construction Safety 
22 Motor Fleet and Transportation Safety 
23 Introduction to Security 
24 Epidemiology 
25 ElectricaV Mechanical Fundamentals 
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Elective courses with the z-value showing a significant difference between 
the two groups, educators tended to rank the following elective courses more 
important: 
+ 3, Technical Writing 
+ 7, Research Methods 
::·. 
+ 12, Elements of Environmental Safety And Health 
+ 24, Epidemiology 
There appears to be congruency from the responding educators and 
practitioners with the remaining electives, the courses with congruence arc: 
(4) Measurement of Safety Program Perfonnance 
6) Risk Management Loss Prevention! Control, 
(II) Chemical Safety 
(\3) Labor Relations 
(14) Quality Assurance 
(IS) Foreign Language 
(16) Introduction 10 Computer Aided Design 
(17) Ethics of Safety 
(18) Fundamentals of Public Speaking 
(I 9) Business Mathematics 
(20) Writing Skills Including Rhetoric & Composition 
(21) Construction Safety 
(22) Motor Fleet and Transportation Safety 
(23) Introduction to Security 
(25) Electrical/ Mechanical Fundamentals. 
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Examining Appendix J, table of electives per item by group, this analysis 
may be evaluated in more detail. Observe the elective course ( 1) Techniques of 
Business Management and Business Economics it is apparent that practitioners 
ranked this course more important than did educators. Eighty-two (82) respondents 
considered this course to be extremely imp01tant. More than half of these 
respondents 69.5% were practitioners while only 30.5% were educators. It should, 
also, be noted that more practitioners responded to elective course one than did 
educators. From the total sample responding to this course, 34.3% were practitioners 
compared to 14.69% of educators. Fourteen (14) educators out of 171 ranked this 
course to be not at all important. It is readily discernible that there is only a 
negligible amount of agreement of those responding to the importance of this course. 
Practitioners responded much more favorably to Financial Skills, item 10, 
than did educators. Practitioners deemed it to be over twice as important as did 
educators. Practitioners ranked Financial Skills at level of70.59% of importance 
compared to a 29.41% for educators. Utilizing the entire sample of educators 
responding to financial skills 53% ranked it somewhat important compared to a 
44% ranking by practitioners. Seventeen (17) educator• out of the 171 regarded 
Financial Skills not at all important. In an overall ranking of Financial Skills, 
practitioners ranked it more important than educators. 
Course twelve (12) Elements of Environmental Safety and Health was ranked 
extremely important by more educators than by practitioners. Out of 119 responders, 
59.6% of educators concluded this course was extremely important 40.34% of 
practitoners agreed. In the total sample, 35% believed this course to be extremely 
important and yet 1.19% thought it not at all important. 
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Evaluating the whisker plot in ligurc 6 ranking of elective courses for the total 
population the majority of the electives were ranked similarly at a median of three. 
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Some courses were consistently ranked !ower, by the total population including: 
} (2) Logic 
} (7) Research Methods 
"r (10) Financial Skills 
} (14) Quality Assurance 
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).. (IS) Foreign LHnguage 
:... ( 16) Introduction to Computer Aided Design 
r (23) Introduction to Security and 
;... (24) Epidemiology 
Reviewing the lower ranked elective courses in Appendix (G), 52% of the 
population ranked Logic somewhHt important while I 0% ranked it not at all 
important. Educators ranking Logic lower than practitioners, with 7% educators 
and 3% practitioners ranking not at all important. Research Methods 45.9% of all 
respondents ranked somewhat important with 7.4% ranking not at a!l important. 
Educators ranked this course more importHnt than practitioners. For example 
47% of educators compared to 25% practitioners ranked it important. Over half of 
tho;.total sample population ranked Financial Skil1s, Quality Assurance, Foreign 
Language, Introduction to Computer Aided Design, ,Introduction to Secnrity and 
Epidemiology as somewhat or not at all important. 
Technical/Non -Technical 
This analysis considered the distribution of ranks given to each course based 
on various conditions. For example, whether the respondent was an educator or a 
practitioner, and whether the respondent was trained in a more technical field of 
study. The technically trained respondents were someone having to do with the 
practical, industrial, or mechanical arts or the applied sciences; for example 
engineering, technicians and so forth. The non-technical were considered having 
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to do with the administration of a Hmction, such as managing, directing, supervising 
and so forth. 
The box-and-whisker plot in figure 7 displays the technically trained versus 
non-technical trained responders. The first three core courses were ranked similarly 
and the highest, except for course (I 0) ErgonomicsfHuman Factors Engineering, 
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where the technical responders ranked it higher than the non-technical responders. 
Major differences may be noticed in the ranking of course (8) Legal Aspects of 
Occupational Safety and Health, (10) Ergonomics/Human Factors Engineering and 
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(12) Product Safety, with these courses being ranked more important for the 
technical group than the non-technical group. 
Reviewing the courses will reveal courslj seven, eight and eleven with a 
statistical significance, technical group ranked more important. Core Course 
(7} Experiential Occupational Health & Safety Learning has a median rank of 
two for the non-technical group. The technical group ranked course seven 
significantly more important, z-3.43, and a median rank of three. The technical 
group included 25% ranking extremely important yet another 6. 7% ranked not 
at all important. The non-technical group revealed 18 % ranking core course 
(7) Experiential Occupational Health & Safety Learning extremely important. 
From the non-technical educator group 10% ranked Occupational Health and 
Safety Learning extremely important compared to 19% practitioners. From the 
technical group 26% educators ranked Occupational Health and Safety Learning 
extremely important compared to 24% practitioners. 
There was 8% of the total sample that responded not at all important to 
Occupational Health and Safety Learning. This was evenly distributed between 
educators and practitioners responses. Course (8) Legal Aspects of Occupational 
Safety and Health the technical group ranked significantly more important with 
a Z value of z-3.36. Of the 151 responders responding extremely important 69.5% 
were technical and 30.5% were non-technical. The technical groups more than 
doubled the rank of extremely important compared to the non-technical group for 
core course eight. From the technical group 78% educators responded extremely 
important to core course eight compared to 22% practitioners. The non-technical 
group that responded extremely important included 9% educators and 91% 
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practitioners, Core course (II) System Safety Analysis the technical group ranked 
more important, z- 2.08 but not real strong. The remaining courses did not reveal 
any statistical significance between groups. Course ( 12) Product Safety will be 
analyzed due to being the lowest ranked course on the whisker plot with the 
technical group ranked higher. From the total sample 7.2% responded extremely 
important for the technical group compared to 3.9% of the non-technical group. 
Again from the total sample, 24.4% of the technical group ranked course 12 
important compared to the non-technical group at 13.35%. Responding somewhat 
important, for course\2, in the technical group was 28.6% compared to 18.9% for 
the non-technical. The responding technical group for course 12, to not at all 
important was 3% compared to 6% of the non-technical group. Figure 8 shows the 
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technical group's median rank of four on preparatory course (I), Computer 
Applications was higher compared to a median rank of three for the non-technical 
group, allhough both distributions were skewed in opposite dircctious, All other 
courses maintained similar median ranks, with the technical group distributing 
generally higher rankings than the non-technical group on all courses except 
course (5), Principles of Physics with Laboratory. 
There was only one elective ranked on average at more important by the technical 
group, course (3) Technical Writing had a median rank of four. 
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The majority of distribution ranks were similar for all course across the technical 
and non-technical groups, as illustrated in figure 9. 
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Bias Analysis 
To check tbr possible bias based on non-respondents an analysis comparing 
respondents to non-respondents was conducted. Initially, a regional bias was 
assessed, as seen in figure I 0. The relative percent of non-responders to responders 
was assessed, with differential amounts of non-responders acro~s regional areas as 
indicative of the possibility of bias. Generally, for the educators, the non-responder 
proportions were fairly similar, with regions 3 and 9 providing the highest 
proportion \'f non-responders. 
Educators Practitioners 
12345G7E9 
; " a a 
Fignrc 10 
Non-Responders l1y Region 
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Appendix L may be rcl'ercnced for regional definitions. For the pr<tctitioncrs, 
there seemed to be higher prnportions ol'nm>-rcspunde[ ·n regions 6, 7, and l:l 
Figure ! l, is a rcpresentatinn oft he total sample with the responses or practitiunc1 s 
(P) and educators (E) per region. 
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Reviewing figure 12, gender non-responding and referencing appendix L, 
44% of the female practitioners did not respond, compared to 26% of male 
practitioners not responding. This is significant difference not responding with a 
z value ofz- 2.21. From the total sample of practitioners 15% were female 
compared to 85% male responders. There appears to be fewer non-responders for 
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I 
males .1nd tCmale~ fur the educator group hut a disproportionate value fur 
practitioners, as depicted in ligUle 12 l1erh;1ps this is due tn a less propm1inn of 
fcm<l!cS in the tmal sampk of pmctitiuners surveyed 
Rcmming tn till' S:\S ~ .. stem fi·equcncy pruccdure table in 1\ppendix L, 
note tlll're is no signilkancc ditli.~rcnce in educators by gender not responding 
z \·alue is z- l 9X 
' 
From the educator group 28% did not respond compared to 26% females not 
responding. There were equal proportions of educators' male and female responding 
at 72% and 74% respectively. 
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Om~ may notice a disproportionate non-responder percent across schllOI-typcs 
ti.Jr cducntors and industri;tltypc fbr practitioner's E>~amining figure 13 school-types 
include (71 l schools of health sciences, 172) cdm:ation, (73) engineering and 
tcchm1logr and ( 74) htl~iness lmlustrics surveyed included (<J I) manufilcturing, 
{9.:!) irblillltional, such as schools, government, ho~pitals and so liJrth (C)J) utilities 
and (04)consuhing. including insurance 
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Figure IJ 
Non-rc!pondcl'!l School I Industrial TyjJC 
Business School type (74) at42.8% was the highest non~responder educator 
percentage compared to responders. This may be due to most safety and health 
programs were being housed in education, hea!th and science or engineering and 
technology schools. Utility (93), industry type for practitioners was the highest non-
responder percentage. Few of those surveyed, ?.%, were from the utilities industry. 
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Nnn-rcspumlcr percents were similar fi.Jr cdw::aturs program-type and practitioners 
type position. a~ s~:cn in !igme 1•1 (sec Appendix M). 
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Educator highest rate non- responding at40% was program type (62) 
construction. Construction was followed with (64) Hygiene/Environmental program 
(61) Safety and Hcallh Management and (63) Technical/Engineering. From the 
educators total sample 5% was from construction type programs. The educators 
non-responders compared to responders were very similar in each program type. 
Practitioners' highest rate non- responding at 42% was position type (82) 
Construction. (84) Hygiene /Environmental position (83) Technical/Engineering 
and (81) Safety and Health Management followed Construction. As with the 
educators, the practitioners' non-responder compared to responders was very similar 
in each position type. 
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Wcig!!\lng oCtlw Rtt!l~ir!~~ 
In the previous whisker plot and IUI>IT analy:;is there were highly 
congment responses tlmt may rank very low. lfthcre w;r.~ 11 high ranking (median 
ranked position) and the mean IU[)JT is not the best, then it says that although tht: 
overall rankin!:\ was gerwrally high, some individuals did not agret: with this 
Therefore this researcher has taken this one step further and the following rule 
was established. 
1. !fa high congruency is obtained (mean RID IT near 0.50) 
'"' 
2. High median ranked position 
Then not only is their information indicating the overall ranked position of the 
course, but also high congruency among educators and practitioners. Based on 
this approach multiplicative weightings was done using the following formula. 
Weights== absolute value 
(Rank posiii;:,n of whisker plot- Rank position of RID IT)+ I 
Weighted value== (Rank position of whisker plot* Weight) 
This approach takes both the ranking and congmency into consideration. 
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(4) 
(5) 
Therefore. looking nt t11ble I 0, the weighting scheme weights the position or 
the ori!:(innl ranked p11sition with level of congruency. 
i\ ,, 
Table 10 
Core Cour5e Weighted Va!t1c 
Rank Rank 
Rank Whisker RID IT Weighted Now 
Position Course Course Weight Value Rank 
Number Number 
1 1 12 6 6 1 
2 2 6 11 22 6 
3 3 5 5 15 3,5 
4 10 13 7 28 8 
5 5 4 3 15 3,5 
6 8 1 8 48 9 
7 9 3 3 21 5 
8 11 11 1 8 2 
9 13 9 6 54 10 
10 6 10 9 90 12 
11 4 7 7 77 11 
12 7 2 2 24 7 
13 12 8 13 169 13 
Postulated on this new ranking one could say the highest core course ranked is 
course one Principles of Occupational Safety and Health. This course was 
followed with course eleven System Safety Analysis, course three Safety and 
Health Program Management and course five Analysis and Design for Safety arc 
tied for third. Therefore each is ranked 3.5 based on tied ranks in non-parametric 
statistics. With the new ranked position the remaining follow in order. Fire 
Prevention/Protection and Control; Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene and 
Toxicology; Experiential Occupational Safety and Health Learning; 
Ergonomics/Human Factors Engineering; Legal Aspects of Occupational Safety 
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and Health; Safe llandling of Materinls; l'sychologicnl Aspects of Safety and 
''Health; Methodology fi1r Safety Training and mnkcd last is l'mduct SaiCty. 
The same, weighted, process was continued lhr the remainder ufthc courses. 
Table II 
Preparatory Course Weighted Value 
Rank Rank 
Rnnk Whisker RIDIT Weighted New 
Position Course Course Weight Value Rank 
Number Number 
1 5 3 ,,3 1 
i2 2 4 4 8 3 
3 3 1 2 6 2 
4 4 3 3 12 4 
5 5 2 5 25 5 
The preparatory courses Computer Applications ranked highest followed 
by Principles of Statistics, as seen in table 11. Chemistry with Labora!OI)' and 
including Organic is ranked third followed by, Human Anatomy and Physiology 
and Principles of Physics with Laboratory ranked last. 
Continuing with the electives and weighted process, the rank was detennined 
as depicted in table 12. Measurement of Safety Program Performance is the highest 
ranked elective, of the weighted scheme. Followed by Risk Management Loss 
Prevention/Control, Technical Writing and Epidemiology. Ethics of Safety, 
Chemical Safety, Fundamentals of Public Speaking and Motor Fleet and 
Transportation Safety are ranked next. Followed by Lnbor Relations and Business 
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Mathematics. Techniques of Business Management & Business Eennurnics arc tied 
ti.1r eleventh with Elements of Environmental SalCty mulllcalth 
Table 12 
Elective l'oursc Weighted Value 
Rank Rank 
Rank Whisker IHDIT Weighted New 
Position Course Course Weight Value Rank 
Number Number 
1 3 5 25 25 3 
2 4 1 7 14 1 
3 6 8 7 21 2 
4 11 10 14 56 6 
5 12 2 18 90 11.5 
6 17 9 9 54 5 
7 18 25 9 63 7 
8 20 4 13 104 13.5 
9 21 6 13 117 16 
10 1 13 9 90 11.5 
11 5 19 11 121 18 
12 8 16 10 120 17 
13 9 15 8 104 13.5 
14 13 17 5 70 9 
15 19 18 5 75 10 
16 22 14 4 64 8 
17 25 11 11 187 21 
18 2 23 14 252 22 
19 7 22 6 114 15 
20 10 20 17 340 25 
21 14 21 6 126 19 
22 24 12 2 44 4 
23 23 24 6 138 20 
24 16 7 13 312 23 
25 15 3 13 325 24 
Writing Skills Including Rhetoric and Composition along with Operating 
or Manufacturing Processes and Materials were tied for thirteenth. Next rank 
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is Rc.~ea•eh 11-lethmls, Cunsuuction SatCty, Time Milllagcmcl\1, Facilitating Skills 
Quality Assurance. :md lntJnductioJ• tu Security, l:lcctrical/Mcchi!nical 
Fundamcntilh and l.ugic With the la~t three hcing rilllkcd arc lntmdu!.:tion to 
(\1111putcr Aided lJe~ign. Foreign Lmguagc ;md Financial Skills 
,, ,, 
" 
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CI-IAI'TER FIVE 
CONCI.USIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this stutly was to tletermine if a mutlel Occupational Safety 
and Health (OSI-I) baccalaureate tlcgrcc curriculum, in till' USA C(Ju]d be tlcvek:pctl. 
A secondary goal was to determine ifOccup<~tional Safety antlllealth practitioners 
and Occupational Safety and Health educators would agree on course offerings In 
order to determine the curriculum and if educators and practitioners agreed 
investigation began with the following research questions. 
1. Will a model safety and health curricula emerge? 
2. Will safety educators and safety practitioners agree on courses? 
Conc!uaions 
The analysis tested indicated a significant difference among the practitioner 
on ranking of some of the courses. Data analy~is using relative to an identified prior 
distribution (RIDIT) indicated that the z-value greatly surpassed the criteria for 
significant difference set at z ± 1.96 at the alpha< .OS leveL Therefore it was 
detennined a significant difference, non-congruency, in two core courses, five 
preparatory courses and eleven elective courses between the two groups. 
Practitioners tended to significantly rank less important than educators do the i, 
following courses. 
Core Courses. 
•:• Fundamentals oflndustrial Hygiene and Toxicology (Z -2.467) (p<.OS) 
•!o Legal Aspects of Occupational Safety and Health (Z- 3.S 10) (p <.OS) 
~.£P~1t.1!!l.Q' _(.Qll[,~t;~-
Thc z-valuc showing a signillcant diiTcrcncl! between the two groups, educators 
tended to rank the li>lluwing courses more important. 
• Computer Applications 
• Chemistry with Laboratory ilnd Including Organic 
(Z -3.150) (p<.05) 
(Z -4.550) (p<.05) 
(Z -4,090) (p<.OS) 
(Z -2.500) (p<.05) 
(Z -2.360) (p<.OS) 
• Principles of Statistics 
• Human Anatomy and l,hysiology 
• Principles of Physics with Laboratory 
Elective Courses. 
Elective cour ~es with the z-value showing a significant difference between the 
two groups, educators tended to rank the following elective courses more important. 
• Technical Writing 
• Research Methods 
(Z -4.800) (p<.OS) 
(Z -4.320) (p<.OS) 
• Elements of Environmental Safety And Health (Z -3.090) (p<.OS) 
• Epidemiology (Z -3.660) (p<.OS) 
Elective courses with the z-value showing a significant difference between the 
two groups, practitioners tended to rank the following elective courses more 
important. 
+ Techniques of Business Management & Business Economics (Z S.G60) (p<.OS) 
t Logic 
• Facilitating Skills 
• Time Management 
,, 
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(Z 3.900) (p<.OS) 
(Z 6.41 0) (p<.OS) 
(Z 5.510) (p<.OS) 
• Operating or Manufncturing Processes and Materials (Z J.440) (p< .05) 
(l ~2..160) (p< .05) t Financial Skills 
Electrical/Mechanical Fundamentals, has a mnrgin;d significance HI a z~value or 
l .98, practitionel's tended to rank the course higher. 
A weighting scheme was conducted t{l consider overall ranking and 
congmency that weights the position of the ranked position with the level of 
congmency. This not only provides information indicatiog the overall ranked 
position of the course, but also high congruency amongst educators and 
practitioners. Based on the analysis this researcher decided it was not only, simply, 
the overall ranking that was important, but also essential to consider how the 
responding educators and practitioners thought the courses should be ranked. 
Faclo1ing: for congruency, based on ranked means and distributions and also for 
inclusion in cun iculum, the courses ranked as follows: 
Core 
1) Principles of Occupational Safety & Health 
2) System Safety Analysis 
3) Safety and Health Program Management 
4) Analysis and Design for Sati:lty 
5) Fire Prevention/Protection and Control 
6) Fundamentals oflndustrial Hygiene and Toxicology 
7) Experiential Occupational Safety and Health Learning 
8) Ergonomics/Human Factors Engineering 
9) Legal Aspects of Occupational Safety and Health 
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1 0) SalC llundling of Materials 
11) l1syehological Aspects of SaiCty and llealth 
12) Methodology li1r Safety Training 
13) l'roduct Safety 
Preparatory courses Qycrall rank~ 
I) Computer Applications 
2) Principles of Statistics 
3) Chemistry with Laboratory and Including Organic 
4) Human Anatomy and Physiology 
5) Principles of Physics with Laboratory 
Elective courses overall ranking. 
1) Measurement of Safety Program Perfonnam:e 
' ' 
2) Risk Management Loss Prevention/Control 
3) Technical Writing 
4) Epidemiology 
5) Ethics of Safety 
6) Chemical Safety 
7) Fundamentals of Public Speaking 
8) Motor Fleet and Transportation Safety 
9) Labor Relations 
IO)Business Mathematics 
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ll 5) Technique~ ofBusinc~s Manltgcment & Business Economics 
tied eleventh 
11 .5) Elements ofl~nvi1 unrnemal SalCty and 11ealth tied eleventh. 
13 5) \Vritir>g Skill~ Including Rhetoric & Composition ucd 
\hirtcenth 
1 J.5) Operating ur Mamdltcturing 1>roccs•;c~ and Materials tied 
thirteenth 
15) Research i\lethods 
J6)Constructinn S<tlcty 
17) Time 1\·lanagemcnt 
l S) Facilitating Skills 
19) Quality Assurance 
20) Introduction to Security 
21) ElectricaUMechanical Fundamentals 
22) Logic 
23) Introduction to Computer Aided Design 
24)Foreign Language 
25) Financial Skills 
Graduates with degrees in occupational safety and l1ealth may find 
challenging positions in industrial f!lcilities, federal, state and local government. The 
safety profession is diverse and interdisciplinary. The safety and health students 
need knowledge of many subjects inasmuch as safety and health is an eminent part 
of everything around us. To be able to communicate effectively they are required to 
have enough knowledge to work with people in many disciplines. 
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Uni\'ersitie~ and educnturs nrc strapped with the limited amount of credit 
hours for the length or prugram Educators should provide advice based on the 
student's desired field m backgmund It is essential fur tin: practicing safety 
pro!Cssionalto acqui1c a unique and diversified type of education and training in 
order to meet the challenges ufthe ti1ture. 
The occupational safety and health students continually need to educate 
themsel\'es. Some of the ranked suggested courses could be combined. Others could 
possibly be covered as a topic within a course. Suggestions !!"om practitioners that 
more workers' compensation should be taught. This may be a problem for a 
university to cover workers' compensation for all regions of the USA. "There arc 50 
state and three federal workers' compensation jurisdictions each with its own statue 
and regulations." (Ashford, Caldart 1991 ,p.455) A student studying a course in 
workers' compensation in region 3 may very wei! find himself or herself employed 
in region 9 where the laws may not apply. 
The technically trained compared to non-technically trained responders 
maintained similar median ranks of the courses. The only differences may be noticed 
in the ranking of courses Legal Aspects of Occupational Safety and Health, 
Ergonomics/Huma.t Factors Engineering and Product Safety. These courses were 
ranked more important for the technical group than the non-technical group. 
Respondents believed when a new occupational safety and health ruling 
comes out educators should prepare a course to meet the new laws. Educators must 
evaluate their curriculum in order to determine whether it meets the needs of the 
safety student, but not necessarily a full course in the new law. Responding 
practitioners believed record keeping should be a course offering. Educators 
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responded these could be brought up as tnpics in one t)fthe cour~es already in tlw 
process Some nfthe ctnJrses could he included, hy !iJctdty advice, in the general 
studies part of degree prerequisites. Combining several tnpics into one, students can 
continue their professional development afler graduation in there area Responders 
suggested two separate C11urses for Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene and 
Toxicology. The course of Hygiene and Toxicology combined would give the 
student an overall understanding for the importance of both. Perhaps a graduate 
course would be appropriate in Hygiene and one in Toxicology, depending on the 
students' interests. A baccalaureate curriculum does not appear to have room to add 
additional credit hours; there is only so much time. 
Responding practitioners suggested a course be added to a safety curriculum 
in training techniques and speaking skills. In the course Chemistry with Laboratory 
including organic responding educators suggested not to include organic. Unless 
students want to spend additional years in a program, some of these topics can be 
learned by students going to seminars. Once the student has graduated is not the time 
to stop learning. The laws are constantly changing, technology is continually 
changing and the safety student, once graduated, has to continually monitor the new 
processes and keep learning. What was expected from a safety practitioner 30 years 
ago wil! still be expected today, in addition to numerous other duties. Being a safety 
practitioner is a continuous learning process, acquiring knowledge ar.d skills to keep 
up with the changing times. Educators, as we!~ need to continuously monitor what is 
expected of the safety graduate. Visit locale business, listen to needs, network with 
other safety educators, and assess the safety program adjusting when appropriate or 
deemed necessary. 
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Educators und pructitioncrs l1ppcar to have the llcl!g_.11!1!UUJILPf va.riJil}.il.iJy 
for the li.lllnwins courses. 
Core course, Principles of Occupational Safety and Health 
SniCty ami Health Program Management 
Preparatoo· courijj!_,. Computer Applications 
Elective course. Measurement of Safety Program Perfonnance. 
These are all managerial type courses that would serve a!! students we!!, no matter 
what area of emphasis they may choose. 
The research concluded here can not insure the requirements needed in the 
future. This is a dynamic area of knowledge and in constant change. Laws will 
change; interests wi!l change as well as budgets for educators and businesses. This 
research was to suggest to a student a well-rounded occupational health and safety 
education at the baccalaureate level. The student then may take their education to 
another level. Areas of interest to advance their studies may include hygiene, 
environmental or managerial. This research was meant to give a sense of direction 
on what the practitioners and educators were indicating was needed for a 
baccalaureate in occupational safety and health. Educators are working with credit 
hour limits, time limits, and budgets to prepare students to enter the ever-changing 
work force. 
The exactness of the SAS system frequency analysis, whisker plot, also 
substantiated the concept of the construct validity oft he instrument. 
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Reliability of the survey instrument to determine if the rc~ulting iniOrmation 
collected from the smvey cot!ld be used with eunlithncc, is a clear matter. All 
subjects were pre~cntcd with a standardized survey, hy one researcher using the 
same pilot members ;\ mea~ure of significance of how poorly the relationship was 
to one another was given by the Z-valuc_ 
Limitations of Study 
> Interdisciplinary nature of safety & health, thl:refore, difficult for participants to 
zero in on a curriculum. 
> Organization of material received from participants; such as, same items 
different titles, word can mean many dillerent things depending on how the 
person interprets it. Short course descriptions may have helped. 
> The disagreement in ranking scales may be due to differences in relative 
importance and :Jot more absolute importance. 
> Influence of accrediting agencies and established curricula. 
> Confusion of job titles for safety and health practitioners, which could inOuence 
perception of job function. 
> Resistance to change with time and changing technology. 
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Recommendation:> 
In view oft he lindings the following recommendations arc on'crcd: 
l. It is suggested that core courses receiving the higher weighted rank be 
utilized as a model !Or occupational safety and health curriculum_ 
Core: 
\) Principles of Occupational Safety & Health 
2) System Safety Analysis 
3.5) Sa!Cty and Health Program Management tied for third 
3.5) Analysis and Design for Safety tied for third 
5) Fire Prevention/Protection and Control 
6) Fundamentals oflndustrial Hygiene and Toxicolo&'Y 
7) Experiential Occupational Safety and Health Learning 
8) Ergonomics/Human Factors Engineering 
9) Legal Aspects of Occupational Safety and Health 
2. It is suggested that core courses identified as being ofleast value by 
weighted rank have less emphasis placed on them as core requirements, 
however to be included in overall curriculum. 
Core: 
I 0) Safe Handling of Materials 
11) Psychological Aspects of Safety and Health 
12) Methodology for Safety Training 
13) Product Safety 
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l It is suggested that the preparatory courses with the highest weighted 
rank be included in an occupatiOJml safety and health curriculum. 
I) Computer Applications 
2) Principles of Statistics 
4. It is suggested that the preparatory courses with the lower weighted rank 
have less emphasis placed on them, however to be included in 
preparatory curriculum of area of emphasis. Area of emphasis would be 
of the students interested occupational direction. 
3) Chemistry with Laboratory and Including Organic 
4) Human Anatomy and Physiology 
S) Principles of Physics with Laboratory 
5) It is suggested the elective courses with the higher weighted rank be 
included in an occupational safety and health curriculum relating to the 
area of emphasis the individual student chooses. The weighted rank order 
is as follows: 
Elective Courses: 
1) Measurement of Safety Program Performance 
2) Risk Management Loss Prevention/Control 
3) Technical Writing 
4) Epidemiology 
5) Ethics of Safety 
6) Chemical Safety 
7) Fundamentals of Public Speaking 
8) Motor Fleet and Transportation Safety 
9) Labor Relations 
I 0) Business Mathematics 
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11.5) Techniques of Business Management & Busiucss Economics tied 
clcvclllh. 
11.5) Elements of Environmental S<tiCty and 11ealth tied eleventh. 
ll.'i) Writing Skills Including Rhetoric & Composition tied thirteenth. 
115) Operating or Manufacturing Processes and Materials tied thirteenth. 
15) Research Methods 
1~)' Construction Safety 
17) Time Management 
18) Facilitating Skills 
19) Quality Assurance 
20) Introduction to Security 
21) Electrical/Mechanical Fundamentals 
22) Logic 
23) Introduction to Computer Aided Design 
24) Foreign Language 
25) Financial Skills 
6) It is suggested that educational institutions, with occupational safety and 
health programs use the weighted rankings, in program evaluation, to 
determine if their program meets the curriculum suggested by the 
respondents survey questionnaire. 
7) It is suggested that individuals interested in investigating an occupational 
safety and health baccalaureate degree use the model suggested by this 
study. This study may b.! used to determine the occupational safety 
and health students course needs including their area of interest. 
8) It is suggested that this study be replicated with a control group, over a 
longer Period of time, including more demographic infonnation, for 
example, the respondents exact years of safety experiences, type of 
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educational degree, type of real-world experience of educators, and su 
lilflh_ 
9) Combine much of the knowledge to successfully function in the 
safety and health arena into e:-::isting courses, for example, ethics, 
workers' compensation emphasizing that only theory is being 
offered and there is a continuing need for training in the area. 
10) Safety and health curriculum should emphasize, at least, two tracks; that 
is technical and managerial. 
II) Safety practitioners need to continue to attend seminars by universities 
and other organization~ ~a keep up-to-date on safety and health issues. 
12) Use of safety practitioners as an advisory group to safety and health 
educators, especially when developing or revising curriculum. 
13) Developers of curricula and educators advising safety students should 
recognize the individuals who have interests in technical or managerial 
positions, thus directing them to take courses in the area of their interests. 
" '• .. ·. 
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APPENDIX A 
Verbal Survey and Telephone Interview 
Pilot Group Educators and Practitioners 
,, 
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l'rnctitioncr: 
VERBAL SURVEY/ TELEI'I-IONE -INTERVIEW 
Respondent : -------- Practitioner------
Topic: _______ _ _ __ Date: Time ___ _ 
lnten·icwer: E-mail'------~-------
Outline: Think About the College courses you took: 
I. Why: did you take the courses you did? 
2. What: Courses would you change? 
3.What: Courses assist most in your safety function? Why? 
4. What: Courses arc least important to your safety function? Why? 
5. How: Would you change the curriculum requirements? Why? 
6. How: Do you feel about your company training you as a safety 
professional? 
Would you be interested in being on my pilot survey panel? You will fill out and 
return various surveys in a timely fashion? They will be surveys I send and kept in 
strict confidence. 
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Educator: 
VERBAL SURVEY/ TELEPHONE -INTERVIEW 
Respondent: __________ _ Educator--------
Topic: ____________ Date: _____ Time ___ _ 
lnterviewer: _______ ~E-mail _____________ _ 
Outline: 
1. What degree do you have? 
2. In what discipline is your degree? 
Think About the College courses you teach: 
3. What courses do you teach most? 
4. In your opinion what would you add, change or delete from the 
Occupational Safety & Health program? 
Would you be interested in being on my pilot survey panel? You will fill out and 
return various surveys in a timely fashion? They will be surveys I send and kept in 
strict confidence. 
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APPENDIX 8 
Survey I 
Pilot Group 
Educators and Practitioners 
,, 
:.:· 
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SURVEY I I'RACTJTIONERS 
Ent1il: miUl~m ti juno com 
September 8, 1998 
Dear: «Greetings)) 
.I/./ .. J,:.,Jn,..J/tm., 
3/ :!pm:h<" ( imrl 
,fH>I<'Ir>n W/.\~9//-/IJ/J 
PhondFax ('J2(1)731·75~H 
Thank you, for agreeing to panicipatc in the pilot group to help me gather 
inform'ltion with what could be a USA Mode! Safdy and Health Bachelors 
Curriculum. 
This is the first of a series of surveys you will receive. Please retum the survey in the 
self addressed stamped envelope on or before October 13, 1998. 
If necessary write on the back or attach additional sheets, using corresponding 
numbers to the question. 
I. What is the primary objective(s) of your position? (e.g. list functions) 
2. List the major areas of accountability in your position.( e.g. safety inspections, 
etc.) 
3. List what skill(s) you need to do your job. (e.g. hazard awareness, etc.) 
4. List how you acquire the knowledge to perform in your job. (e.g. coursework, 
etc.) 
11wnk You Plea~e return 011 or before Oct.t3, 1998 
Margie 
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En~1il: Juhnsmrfjuno.oonl 
September 08, 1998 
Dear: <<Greetings)} 
SIJRV[Y I t:UUCATORS 
.\/./ .. Ko/h.:-.\!Jm.,· 
J{,)fNJdw('ourl 
..lf'f'l<"l""· H"/ J.J9/I-IIJ/2 
PhondF<~.~ {921J) 7) 1-75411 
Thank you, for agreeing to participate in the pilot group to help me gather 
information with what could be a USA Model Safety and Health Bachelors 
Curriculum. 
This is the first of a series of surveys you will receive. Please return the survey in the 
self addressed stamped envelope on or before October 13, 1998. 
If necessary write on the back or a \tach additional sheets, using corresponding 
numbers to the question. 
1. What is the primary objective(s) of a safety practitioner? (e.g. list functions) 
2. List the major areas of accountability of a safety practitioner. (e.g. safety 
inspections, etc.) 
3. List what skill(s) practitioners need to do their job. (e.g. hazard awareness, etc.) 
4. List how practitioners acquire the knowledge to perfonn in their job. (e.g. 
coursework, etc.) 
Thank You Please return on or before Oct.l3, 1998 
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Survey II M.f~ho/1,:-Wms 
.JU/ Omrfcuwgm: /Jiwl. Ifni/ '203/J 
Naples, H. 3./J 12-7092 
Email: mimsm@juno.com 
Jnnuary05,1999 
Dear: 1tGreetingsn 
Phone/Fax (941)732-1!263 
Once <l!;ltin Timuk )·ou, for agreeing to partidpute in the pilot group to help me g;tther information 
1\ith what ~nuld ben USA Model Safe!}' and Health Bnehclonc Curriculunl 
Titc overall response to the survey was !Itt! the safety practitioner's primary objective is to: 
t Reduce work·rclntcd injury and illness. 
t Reduce operating cost through safety. 
t !ncr= safety awareness~~ all levels oft he organi7.ation. 
t Implement and oversee heal tit and safety policy. 
t Comply with \egislati\'C standards for tile industry. 
t Fit v.itll organizational culture of the enterprise, 
t Encourage and support employee involvement. 
t Hm•e common sense, and dedication to the job. 
Within the scope of Ute objective would include otlter function's; i.e., 
>- Recognize 
>- E111iuate 
;.. Monitorand 
:;.. Control Hazards etc .. 
Each sun·ey was reviewed with a Hstofall topics created. The information from suggested course 
names are included in the list Holl'e\'er, course titles arc rcscn'Cd for the final survey. 
AUachcd you v.ill find tlte list mark El!£1! ~as to how you feel it is important to a Safety and 
Health curriculum. If you have others add !Item to the bonom of the list or on the back of the paper. 
Once again, this will be used to build tl1c next survey. 
Kindly return on or before Fcbrual'\l I, 1999. 
Note the change of adtlrc~s anti different Phone/Fax numbers 
77umk You 
Margie 
Please re/um on or before Feb. I, 1999 
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Survey II 
En~lil: mimsm(ti1juno.com 
/II,!.Kolbc-/1111!1.\' 
-lUI Clmrfmmgne /JII•<l /Jni/203/J 
Nopfe.,·, f.I •. J.J/12-7092 
Pngc I of3 
.., J>JI.· «ED" "JI)" 
Phonclf'n.~ (9~])732-tl26J 
Place an ! x } in the hn1 that be.~t rcnect~ the lmiJOrlancc to a 
Saret! und lle:tllh Pn1ctitiuncr. 
lleadin~:-~ Y.•lnn!<ly Modmoi<IY ---~1•1 oll 
lmporl•nl lonpoort.onl /mpou1•nl lmpnrtnnl 
Accident I Incidentlnvcsti •ation 
Ada tabilit\'/ Altruism/ Positive Attitude 
Air Sam lin 
Anatomv/ Bodv Structures & Functions 
:. lrlits 
Behavior Skills/ Inte crsonal Skills 
Bud etiu 
Chemical Knowlcd •c & Information 
Coachin Orientation 
Common Sense 
Communication! Oral & Written 
Com Hance Audits 
Com utcr Literac • I Skills 
Conductin Meet in Skills 
Conflict Resolution 
Critical Thinkiu Anal tical Skills 
Customer Service 
Data Collection/ Processing 
Decision Makin 
Deductive Rcasonin 
Dele ation 
Dcsi n of En inccrin H="'-' 
Dcsi n Review/ Buildin & Fire Codes 
Dcsi nl Develo mont of Safe Pro ram 
Determine ~cgulato Com Hance 
Develo Emo 
""" 
& Disaster Control 
Develo ment Strate ics 
Draftin 
Electrical & Mechanical Basics 
Electronic E ui mcnt Skills 
Em lo ee Safe Train in & Develo mcut 
Environmental Protection 
Equipment Maintenance/ Inspection 
Records 
Facilitatin Skills 
Financial Man ement/ Cost Skills 
Fire Clothin Assessment 
Flexibility 
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Survey II M./,1\.o/he-AI/1/1-" 
-10/ C/mrlemn~lle /Jh,d. Uni/21!3/J 
Naple.\:N •. 3.J/12-71J1)2 
Entlil: mimsmri/1juno.co1n 
l'u~~t2rif3 
.-:f'f/:-- «ED!>«ID>I 
l'hone/Fax {'J41)732-026J 
Plnce nn ! " I n I he hut that Je~t renecb the lmnorlance tn :1 
S~fcty nnd llcallh Practiliuncr 
I ) ~~~:~~~.:{ 
""'"' 
,, 
' IJ'i"l•• .n. ' " I FO<dg 
I 
I 
' 
' 
; 
; 
I 
::1'! ; 
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; 
I 
·u 
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SmYc)' II 
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A/./,.K,,fbe-Afulls 
./(JJ Clmrle!!l~/11! /1/vd. Ifni/ 2/J) fJ 
Nap/e.\", n. .. U/12-7092 
/'fiJ:I!3"[3 
<"{'}1:.- «ED" <dD, 
Phone/Fa~ (9~ 1)732-11263 
Place 1m f l ! in the hol thut he~t rcnccb the impnrtnncc to a 
.'illfch· ;md Jlculth Pri!o~titloncr 
:::.:::::; lllll~•rt.ut i;:.;;;.~~J, 
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Stnvey Ill 
Enmll: mimsmr,~juno.oo1n 
March 06,1999 
Dcnr «Greetings»: 
M.f .. Kofbt~-M/m.l' 
.Jill C/mrlt~mogne /Jii~l. Unit ]OJ !J 
Nllpfes, Fl •. J.l/1}-7(}9} 
Pnge I of:l 
</'R> «ED11 <<ID1> 
Phone/Fax (941)732-11263 
Once ngain111Ullk }"OP, for pmticip;:tling in the pilot grUU[l to help me gather information with wlmt 
£l!!!!..!! be a USA Model Sufct}" and Hcnllh Baccalaureate Curriculum. 
Titc results ofcnch Survey 2 were perused and documented. TI1c infonnation from suggested 
duplicates were combined~ e.g., computer litemcy skills and imcmct skills lmd the results were !hen 
scored and ranked using Spcannan rank order. 
On page 2 is a liS! of items (skill, topic or knowledge) which, according to pilot group responses, arc 
ranked in order of importance. In an ell" on to funl1cr oond= !11ese items, m:uk Each ONE wilh an 
00.. as to how you feel it is important to a baccalaureate safety and health curriculum. TI1is will 
serve as !11e concluding register to finalize a catalogue of course ti!lcs to be rnted on !11e L1s1 survey. 
On page J is a sampling of course tiUcs Umt came from current college & uni\"crsity offerings. Mark 
Each ONE with an (X) as to how you rate its importance to a baccalaureate safety and heal Ill 
curriculum. Also, list and rnnk any additional such course lilies on the bottom or rc\'ersc side of the 
paper. These course lilies will be used as a seed orstnrtcr group to be used for the final survey. 
TI1c firu:llSlllVey will be sent to U1e pilot group, ~swell as a much larger number, of safety 
pmct!tioncrs and Educators for !11e closing statistical analysis. 
Kind!}" return tl1e survey on or before April t. 1999. 
Thank You 
II /!. Return on or before Apr// 1,1999 
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·survey 1ll ~f.I..Ko/he-Mim.,· 
401 C/wrlcmngrw /JI1•d. Unit 20311 
Naples, Fl •. 3./1/2-7092 
Email: tllimsmftl•juno.cnm 
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Page 2 of 3 
'I'll.-- «ED» «fD, 
Phone/Fax ('J4 J )732-112(,3 
Survey Ill A f.f,.Kolhe-Milll.\" 
-101 C/wrle11wgne /Jivd. Unit 211311 
Naple.\·,1'1" 3-!1/2-71192 
Pa~cJ ofJ 
<J>J/:-. «ED" <•lD" 
Email: mimsm@junro.com Pllonc/Fax (941 }732-IJ2G.l 
PLJL'l':tn I x I in the hnt lhnl h~.~1 R"nc~t~ the mmort:u1cc tn a S:1fch and Health PructJtmncr. 
" ' " I"""'" I 
" II, .. ., 
' . 1lSnrct~ 
~"' i i 
a-~ j l . -~ Ill j t ' 
' 
Preparation Caurscs Extremely Somewhat Not at All 
lm ortant lm ortant Important Important 
Chemistry wHit Laboratory and Including 
Organic 
General Slatistics 
Human Anatom and Ph siolo 
Physics with Laboratory 
01/Jer Requireme/JJS 1 ~ol at
1 
A:l 
i 
I I~ li:f:i;;-,1"'"'' ' 
Please re/urn 011 or I,'"' 
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Emuil: mimsm@juno.oom 
August, 9, 1999 
Dear: (first name of respondent) 
Af.t •. Ku/be-Mim.1· 
3/ Apache Courl 
Apple/on, WI J-191 J-1012 
("~ 
l'age I od 
<I'll> «ED» «ID» 
Phone/Fa.~ {920) 731·75411 
I am working on research to complete my doctoral degree in Occupational Health 
and Safety, and I need your help. 
My study is entitled University Curricula Analysis for Occupational Health and 
Safety In the United States. I have assembled the enclosed questionnaire in order 
to sutvey university health and safety faculties and safety practitioners to determine 
which courses in the safety curriculum are most important to provide students with 
the proper balance of safety management and scientific training required in the 
occupational health and safety field. 
The suggested Core Curriculum for Occupational Health and Safety was determined 
by a pilot group of Occupational Health and Safety Educators and Practitioners. The 
courses on the following pages are for your evaluation. 
You have been selected to participate in this sutvey because of your expertise in the 
safety field. 
It is my pleasure to personally invite you to participate in this study. Please return on 
or before September 10. 1999 in the self addressed stamped envelope. I thank you 
for taking the time to complete this sutvey. 
Sincerely, 
Margie L. Kolbe-Mims 
·CI 
Please return by September 10, 1999 
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Af./,. Kuble-Aiim.~ 
3/ Aprrdw C"url 
llpplerrm, W/5.f!III-IIJI:! 
Page 3 oD 
··f'/1.- "ED» •dD» 
l'lrone/Fnx ('J20) 7.11-75~~ 
Eledive.~ Filf (h"t.·ueullonul .\'u{<'fl• & 1/eullh 
Place an !1] in the box 
That be~t renect~ the hnJ!Drtan~c to an Q((UJ!ational Safct}' & llcalth Curriculum 
EI<'L'tives f.l!t<m<ly s,,,..,,l<•l ·""' .r ,\II 
lmpm1ont lmp<•l1•r" loupurtant lmputtont 
Techni<jlli!SOf \lusillcs~ Mumrgcmc11t & Busin""s Ecm\Omics 
Logic 
Tc-.:hni,nl Writing 
Mc.L~!liCO\c'Itt of Safely Progrom l'crlimrnmcc 
Fncililnting Skills 
Risk Mrumgcmcnt; Loss l'rcvcnlion.l !';ontrol 
Rcsc:udr Mc~tOOs 
Time Mmmgcmcnt 
Oj><!mting or Mmtufncturing Processes nnd Mulcriuls 
Finnnoinl Skills 
Chcmic:tl Safety 
ElcmcnlsofEnvin:mmen:nl Safety And HC<tllh 
Labor Relntions 
Quality AssW1li\CC 
Foreign l..angungc 
Jntro to Computer Aided L'lcsign 
Ethics of Safely 
Fundnnu:nt.Eils of Public Spcuking 
Business MnUrcrnntics 
Writing Skills Including Rltcloric & Composition 
Cow;truc~on Sofcty 
Motor l~cct IIJ\dTrnnsporllltion Sufcty 
Introduction to Security 
Epidemiology 
ElcclricaV Mcchllllical Fundamentuls 
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RIDIT Analysis 
When two samples are being compared, the data may be arrayed as shown in Table 
X The proportions (p11 •... Pkl) represent the frequency distribution in sample I, 
Table X 
Relative frequency distributions from two samples 
Ordered Outcome Sample I Sample2 Total 
Catec:ories n, n, 
1 
'" 
p, p, 
·..:.·, 2 p, p, P, .. 
., 
" 
p, 
K 1.00 1.00 1.00 
and the proportions (P12, ... , p1:2) represent the frequency distribution in sample 2. The 
frequency distribution in the combined sample is (P~, ... P.~t), where 
(i"' I, ... , k) with N = n1+ n2 the total sample size. Tbe value of chi-square with 
k- I degrees of freedom may be found using the following formula, 
'0 
although an appropriate test, crucial information on the natural ordering of the k 
'categories is lost. 
In this research Educators have been selected as the reference group. To do a RID IT 
analysis, as pointed out by Selvin (1977), may be more sensitive to the chi-square 
statistic for comparing two independent samples when the variable under study can 
128 
be classified into an ordered category. Consider a series of observations classified 
into 4-ordered (ranked) categories: 
I 2 3 4 Total 
Reference Yl Y2 Y3 Y4 
"' Grouo 
Comparison XI X2 X3 X4 
"' Gro_!!p 
Ordered (!) (2) (3) RIDIT Weights 
Categories (,;)=[(2)+(3Jj/o, 
I Yl Yl/2 0 112 /n1 
2 Y2 Y2J2 Yl (yl+v212 /n1 
3 Y3 Y3!2 Yi+y2 (yl+y2+y3/2)/n1 
4 Y4 Y4/2 Yl+ 2 3 I+ 2 3~/2)[n1 
The mean RlDIT for the comparison group is simply the sum of the products of the 
observed frequencies times the corresponding RIDIT weights, divided by the total 
k 
r= Lr;:!i 
i=l 
frequency (nt). 
The standard error oft be mean for the comparison group is given by: 
A test of significance of the difference between the obtained mean RID IT and the 
standard value of .SO may be given as: 
., 
Z=r-.5 
s.e.(r) 
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APPENDIX G 
SAS System 
Distribution of Ranks Total Sample 
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Distributions of ranks for the total population core courses 
The FAECl Procoduro 
OUIIIUlaliVO Ou~ulotivo 
" 
F1·oquency Porcont Frequoncy Percent 
0 0.30 0.30 
' 0.30 ' 0,59 ' " 15.73 '" 16.32 • 
'" 
63.66 
'" 
100,00 
Cumulative Cu~ulatlva 
" 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' 0.69 ' 0.69 ' " 5.04 '" 5.93 ' '" 31.16 '" 37.09 • 
"' 
62.91 
'" 
100,00 
Cumulativ~ Cumulative 
" 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' " 4.15 .. 4.15 ' '" 29.67 '" 33,63 • 
"' 
66.17 
"' 
100.00 
Cumulative Cumulative 
" " 
Froquoncy Percent Frequency Percent 
' 0.59 ' 0.59 ' " 25.52 .. 26.11 ' '" 49.55 "' 75.67 • 
" 
24.33 "' 1CO.OO 
cumulnthe Cu~ulative 
" 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
0 0.30 ' 0.30 
' • 1.19 ' 1.46 ' " 17.21 " 16.69 ' '" 43.32 '" 62.02 • 
"' 
37.96 
'" 
100,00 
Cumulative Cumulative 
" 
Frequency Percent Frequency Porcont 
0 0.30 ' 0.30 
' 
• 1.19 ' 1.4B ' '" 23.74 "' 25.22 ' '" 49.26 "' 74.4B • " 25.52 '" 100.00 
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--,.,:' 
cu~ulatlvo CUIIIUlOtiVO 
" 
Froquency PDI'COilt Fraquancy Porcnnt 
' 0.30 0.30 
" 
7.74 
" 
8.04 
, '" 37.50 15;j 45.54 ' "' 31.55 "' 
77 .OB 
' n 22.82 "' 
100.00 
Frequency 1.1lsslng . ' 
Cu~ulntive Cumulative 
"' 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
0.30 0.20 
, 
" 
13.35 
" 
13.65 
' "' 
40.65 
'" 
54,30 
' '" 45.70 '" 
100,00 
Cu~ulative Cumulative 
"' 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' 
, 0.59 , 0.59 
, 
" 
13.85 
" 
14.54 
' '" 46.59 "' 61 .13 ' '" 30.87 '" 100.00 
cu~ulative CUIIIU!ative 
"' 
Frequency Porcent Frequency Percent 
0.30 0.30 
, 
" 
9.20 
" 
9.50 
' '" 40.06 "' 49.55 ' '" 
50.45 
"' 
100.00 
cumulative cumulative 
"' 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' ' 1.48 ' 1.48 , 
" 
23.15 
" 
24.63 
' '" 45.40 "' 70.03 ' '" 29.97 "' 100,00 CUIUlatiVe Cumulative 
"' 
Froquency Percent Frequency Percent 
' 0.30 ' 0,30 ' " 3.28 " 3.56 , 
'" 
47.18 
"' 
50,74 
' '" 38.28 '" 89,02 ' " 10.98 "' 100.00 
Cumulative OUIIIUlative 
"" 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
" 
2.38 
" 
2.38 
, 
" 
15.77 
"' 
10,15 
' "' 50.60 "' 68.75 ' '" 31.25 "" 100.00 
Frequ;:nry 11issing = ( 
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Distributions of ranks for the total population --
Preparatory courses 
Tho FREQ Pro~oduro 
Cumulative Cumulative 
"' 
Frequency Percent Frequoncy Percent 
' p 0.89 p 0.69 ' PO 8.93 pp 9.62 p 
"' 
37,80 
'"" 
47-62 
• "" 52.~8 "" 100.00 
Frequency MissinG ~ 1 
Cumulative cu~ulative 
pP Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
,. 4.15 ,. 4.15 
' '" 
19.50 pp 23.74 
p 
'" 
46.59 
"' 
70.33 
• 
'"" 
29.67 
'" 
100.00 
Cumulative cu~ulative 
"' 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' 0,69 ' 0.89 
' " 
29.08 
'"' 
29.97 
' '" 49.26 '" 79.23 • 
'" 
20.77 
"' 
100.00 
Cumulative cu~ulativo 
p< Frequency Percent Frequency Porcont 
" 
3,66 
" 
3.66 
' " 27.69 '"' 31.75 ' , .. 43.32 '" 75.07 • .. 24.93 
"' 
100.00 
cumulative Cumulative 
"' 
Frequency Parcont Frequency Percent 
" 
5.64 
" 
5.64 
' '" 
35,(11 
"' 
40.65 
' '" 
39.76 
"' 
60.42 
• 
" 
19.58 
"' 
100,00 
lJJ 

Cumulntivo cu~ulollve 
"' 
Frequoncy Percent Frequnrmy Porcent 
' 0.30 0.30 ' 
, 7.42 
'" 
7.72 
' 155 45.119 '" 53.71 ' "' 36.50 '"' 90.21 ' " 9. 79 337 100.00 
cu~ulntivo cumulathc 
"' 
Frequency Percent Frequency Porcont 
' 0.30 0.30 
' " 
6.61 
" 
6,90 
' 122 36.20 "' 45.10 ' "' 40.65 "' B5.7o ' " 14.24 "' 100.00 
cu~ulot1ve Cu~ulativa 
"' 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' 0.30 ' 0.30 
" 
4.76 
" 
5.06 
' '" 32.74 "' 37 .ao ' '" 43.75 '" 61 .55 ' " 19.45 "' 100.00 
Frequency Missing . ' 
cu~ulativo cu~ulative 
"" 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' ' 0,60 ' 0.60 
" 
7.74 
" 
6.33 
' '" 46.51 '" 
56,85 
' '" 33.04 "' 69,86 ' " 10.12 '" 100,00 
Frequency Missing 
. ' 
cumulative Cumuhtiva 
"" 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' ' 0.30 ' 
0,30 
' I, 19 ' 1.49 ' " 16.15 "" 111.64 ' '" 54.76 '" 74.40 ' " 25.60 "' 100,00 
Frequency Missing 
. ' 
Ou~ulativo cumulative 
"' 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' 0.30 0.30 
' 1.19 ' 1.46 ' " 11,20 " 12.76 ' "' 51.93 '" 64.69 • 
"' 
35,31 
"' 
100.00 
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Cumulative Cumulutlve 
"' 
Frequency Percent Frequency Porcont 
0 0.30 0.30 
' " 4,75 " 
5.04 
,
"" 
40.36 '" 45.40 
' "0 41 .25 "' 
00.65 
' " 
13.35 '" 100.00 
cu~ulotive Cumulative 
"' 
Frequancy Percent Frequency Percent 
0 ' 0.30 0.30 
' " 
11.20 
" 
9.50 
,
"" 
49.26 
"' 
58.75 
' "' 
33.23 0 91 .99 
' " 
8.01 
'" 
100.00 
Cumulative cu~ulative 
"' 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
0 0.30 0.30 
"' 
33.23 
'" 
33.53 
, 
"' 
54.01 '" 87.54 
' '" 10,68 '" 96.22 ' ' 1.78 '" 100.00 
Cumulative Cu=ulative 
"" 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
0 ' 0.30 0.30 
" 
23.44 00 23.74 
, m 52.S2 
"' 
76.26 
' "' 111.66 "' 
116,14 
' " 
3.66 "' 100.00 cumulative Cumulative 
"' 
Frequency Porcont Frequency Percent 
0 0,30 0.30 
' 1 .46 " 1.76 , 
" 
20.16 
" 
21.96 
' '" 
41 .84 
"' 
63.60 
' "' 
36,20 
"' 
100.00 
Cumulative Cumulative 
"" 
Froquoncy Percent Frequency Percent 
0 ' 0.30 0.30 
' 1 .48 " 1.78 , 
" 
16.62 
" 
18.40 
' "' 
43.92 
"" 
02.31 
' "' 
37.69 
'" 
100.00 
Cumulativo Cu~ulative 
"' 
Froquency Percent Frequency Percent 
0 , 0.59 , 0.511 
' " 
10.09 
'" 
10,68 
, 
"' 
34.12 
'" 
44.61 
'· "' 
43.92 
"" 
00.72 
' . 
'" 
11.20 "' 100.00 
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Cumulative cumulative 
"' 
Frcquenay Percent Frequency Percent 
' 0.30 0.30 
" 
~. 17 
" 
4.46 
, 
" 
16.67 
" 
21.12 
' "" 
41.07 
'" 
62.20 
' m f-7 .BO "" 
100.00 
Frequency Missing = 
Cumulative Cumulative 
"' Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' ' 0.30 ' 0.30 ' 1.46 " 
1.76 
, 
" 
22.55 ., 24.33 
' '"' 54.60 "" 76.93 ' " 
21.07 ,, 100.00 
cumulative cu~ulotivc 
"' Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' ' 0.30 0.30 ' ' 1.46 ' 1.79 , 
'" 
35,61 
"" 
37.39 
' '"' 
47.48 
"" 
94.87 
' " 
15.13 ,, 100.00 
Cumulnthe Cumulative 
"' 
Fraquency Percent Frequency Percent 
' 0.30 0.30 ' " 17.21 '" 
17.51 
, 
'" 
54.90 
'" 
72.40 
' " 22.55 "' 94.96 ' " 
5.04 ,, 100.00 
Cumulative Cumulative 
"' 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' 0.30 0.30 
" 
8,31 
" 
6.61 
, 
"' 
44.81 '" 53.41 
' '" 38.87 "' 92.26 ' " 
7.72 "' 100.00 
cumulative cumulativa 
"' 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
' 0.30 0.30 
" 
3.26 
" 
3,56 
, 
" 
28.49 '" 32.05 ' "' 46.59 '" 78.64 ' , 21.36 ,, 100.00 
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APPENDIX H 
SAS System 
Core Course Ranking by Educators and Practitioners 
\\ 
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Core Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
( 1) Not at all Important 
The SAS system 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of c1 by group 
course 1 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
COl Pot 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0.00 
100.00 0.00 
0.58 0.00 
2 0 1 
0.00 0.30 
0.00 100.00 
0.00 0.60 
' 26 27 7.72 8.01 
49.06 50.94 
15.20 16.27 
4 144 138 
42.73 40.95 
51.06 48.94 
84.21 83.13 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
0.30 
53 
15.73 
282 
83.68 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
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Core Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of c2 by group 
c2 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
1 1 2 
0.30 0.59 
33.33 66.67 
0.58 1.20 
2 8 9 
2.37 2.67 
47.06 52.94 
4.68 5.42 
3 45 60 
13.35 17.80 
42.86 57.14 
26.32 36.14 
4 117 95 
34.72 28.19 
55.19 44.81 
68.42 57.23 
Total 166 
Total 
3 
0.89 
17 
5.04 
105 
31 .16 
212 
62.91 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
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Core Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
· (3) Important 
;(2) Somewhat Important 
' ,',.'( 1) Not at all Important 
o3 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of c3 by group 
group 
Frequency 
Percent 
\Row Pet 
Col Pot 0 1 
2 6 8 
1. 78 2.37 
42.86 57.14 
3.51 4.82 
3 50 50 
14.84 14.84 
50.00 50.00 
29.24 30.12 
4 115 108 
34.12 32.05 
51.57 46.43 
67.25 65.06 
Total 166 
Total 
14 
4.15 
100 
29.67 
223 
66.17 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100,00 
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Core Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners ( 1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
{2) Somewhat Important 
( 1 ) Not at all Important 
The FREO Procedure 
Table of c4 by group 
c4 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
1 1 1 
0.30 0.30 
50.00 50.00 
0.58 0.60 
2 40 46 
11.87 13.65 
46.51 53.49 
23.39 27.71 
3 91 76 
27.00 22.55 
54.49 45.51 
53.22 45.78 
4 39 43 
11.57 12.76 
47.56 52.44 
22,81 25.90 
Total 166 
Total 
2 
0.59 
86 
25.52 
167 
49.55 
82 
24.33 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
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Core Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of c5 by group 
c5 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 
0 
' 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
' 
1 
0.30 
0 
o.oo 
100.00 0.00 
0.58 o.oo 
2 
0.59 
50.00 
2 
0.59 
50.00 
1.17 1.20 
34 
10.09 
56.62 
19.88 
68 
20.18 
46.58 
39.77 
66 
19,58 
51.56 
38.60 
24 
7.12 
41.38 
14.46 
78 
23.15 
53.42 
46.99 
62 
18.40 
48.44 
37.35 
166 
1 Total 
0.30 
4 
1.19 
58 
17.21 
146 
43.32 
126 
37.98 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
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Core Course Ranking by Educators (OJ and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of c6 by group 
c6 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pot 
Col Pot 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0.00 
100.00 0.00 
0.58 0.00 
1 2 2 
0.59 0.59 
50.00 50.00 
1.17 1.20 
2 43 37 
12.76 10.98 
53.75 46.25 
25.15 22.29 
3 82 84 
24.33 24.93 
49.40 50.60 
47.95 50.60 
4 43 43 
12.76 12.76 
50.00 50.00 
25.15 25.90 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
4 
1.19 
80 
23.74 
166 
49.26 
88 
25.52 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
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Core Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
The FREO Procedure 
Table of c7 by group 
c7 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pot 
Col Pot 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0.00 
100.00 0.00 
0.59 o.oo 
1 11 15 
3.27 4.46 
42.31 57.69 
6.47 9.04 
2 62 64 
18.45 19.05 
49.21 so. 79 
36.47 38.55 
3 53 53 
15.77 15.77 
00.00 50.00 
31 .18 31.93 
4 43 34 
12.80 10.12 
55.84 44.16 
25.29 20.48 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
26 
7.74 
126 
37.50 
106 
31 .55 
77 
22.92 
336 170 
50.60 49.40 100.00 
Frequency Missing ~ 
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Co!"e Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
( 3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of c8 by group 
c8 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pot 
COl Pot 0 1 
1 1 0 
0.30 0.00 
100.00 0.00 
0.58 0.00 
2 15 30 
4.45 8.90 
33.33 66.67 
8.77 18.07 
3 66 71 
19.58 21.07 
48.18 51.82 
38.60 42.77 
4 89 65 
26.41 19, 29 
57.79 42.21 
52.05 39.16 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
45 
13.35 
137 
40.65 
154 
45.70 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
H ,, 
' 
:0-
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Core Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
,, 
The FREO Procedure 
Table of c9 by group 
c9 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pot 
COl Pot 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
147 
2 
0.59 
100.00 
1.17 
21 
6.23 
44.68 
12.28 
78 
23.15 
49.68 
45.61 
70 
20.77 
53.44 
40.94 
171 
50.74 
0 
0 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
26 
7.72 
55.32 
15.66 
79 
23.44 
50.32 
47.59 
61 
18.10 
46.56 
36.75 
1 Total 
2 
0.59 
47 
13.95 
157 
46.59 
131 
38.87 
166 337 
49.26 100.00 
Core Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4} Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
( 1) Not.J.t all Important 
The FAEQ Procedure 
Table of c10 Dy group 
c1o group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
148 
0 
0 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
15 
4.45 
48.39 
8.77 
66 
19.58 
48.89 
38.60 
90 
26.71 
52.94 
52.63 
171 
50.74 
1 
1 
0.30 
100.00 
0.60 
16 
4. 75 
51.61 
9.64 
69 
20.47 
51 . 11 
41 .57 
80 
23.74 
47.06 
48.19 
166 
Total 
0.30 
31 
9.20 
135 
40.06 
170 
50.45 
337 
49.26 100.00 
Core Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4} Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2} Somewhat Important 
( 1} Not at all Important 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of c11 by group 
c11 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pot 
COl Pot 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
149 
3 
0.89 
60.00 
1.75 
39 
11 .57 
50.00 
22,81 
73 
21.66 
47.71 
42.69 
56 
16,62 
55.45 
32.75 
171 
50,74 
0 
2 
0.59 
40,00 
1.20 
39 
11.57 
50,00 
23.49 
80 
23,74 
52.29 
48.19 
45 
13.35 
44,55 
27.11 
1 Total 
5 
1 .48 
78 
23.15 
153 
45,40 
101 
29.97 
166 337 
49.26 100.00 
,, 
Core Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
( 3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
" 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table 'of c12 by group 
Course 12 group 
frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pot 0 1 
0 0 1 
0.00 0.30 
o.oo 100.00 
0.00 0.60 
1 6 5 
1. 78 1.48 
54.55 45.45 
3.51 3.01 
2 81 78 
24.04 23.15 
50.94 49.06 
47.37 46.99 
3 69 60 
20.47 17.80 
53.49 46.51 
40.35 36.14 
4 15 22 
4.45 6.53 
40.54 59.46 
8. 77 13.25 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
11 
3.26 
159 
47.18 
129 
38.28 
37 
10.98 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
ISO 
Core Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
( 3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
{1) Not at all Important 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of c13 by group 
course 13 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pot 0 1 
1 7 1 
2.08 0.30 
87.50 12.50 
4.09 0.61 
2 30 23 
8.93 6.85 
56.60 43.40 
17.54 13.94 
3 77 93 
22.92 27.68 
45.29 54.71 
45.03 56,36 
4 57 48 
16.96 14.29 
54.29 45.71 
33.33 29.09 
Total 
a 
2.38 
53 
15.77 
170 
50.60 
105 
31.25 
Total 171 
50.89 
165 336 
49.11 100.00 
Frequency Missing = 
lSI 
" 
" 
APPENDIX I 
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Preparatory Course Ranking by Educators and Practitioners 
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Preparatory Course Ranking by Educators {0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
{1) Not at all Important 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of p1 by group 
Preparatory course 1 group 
- ·" 
·,:,-
--,b. 
"' --, . .-.--
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pot 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
0 
3 
0.89 
100.00 
1. 75 
12 
3.57 
40.00 
7.02 
54 
16.07 
42.52 
31,58 
102 
30.36 
57.95 
59.65 
171 
50.89 
1 
0 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
18 
5,36 
60.00 
10.91 
73 
21.73 
57.48 
44.24 
74 
22.02 
42.05 
44.85 
165 
49.11 
Frequency Missing 
153 
Total 
3 
0.89 
30 
8.93 
127 
37.80 
176 
52.38 
336 
100.00 
Preparatory Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners '(1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
( 3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not Rt all Important 
The fREQ Procedure 
Table of p2 by group 
p2 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 
1 
2 
'"' 
3 
4 
Total 
!54 
4 
1.19 
28.57 
2.34 
27 
8.01 
40,91 
15.79 
76 
22.55 
48.41 
44.44 
64 
18.99 
64,00 
37.43 
171 
50.74 
0 
10 
2.97 
71.43 
6,02 
39 
11.57 
59.09 
23.49 
81 
2~,.04 
51'.59 
48.80 
36 
10.68 
36.00 
21.69 
" 
1 Total 
14 
4.15 
66 
19.58 
157 
46.59 
100 
29.67 
166 337 
49.26 100.00 
I 
I 
r_) 
Preparatory Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
( 3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
,,_ 
·' The FREO Procedure 
Table of p3 by group 
p3 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
COl Pot 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
!55 
1 
0.30 
33.33 
0.58 
41 
12.17 
41.84 
23.98 
82 
24.33 
49.40 
47.95 
47 
13.95 
67.14 
27.49 
171 
50.74 
0 
2 
0.59 
66.67 
1.20 
57 
16.91 
58.16 
34.34 
84 
24.93 
50.60 
50.60 
23 
6.82 
32.86 
13.86 
1 Total 
3 
0.89 
98 
29.08 
166 
49.26 
70 
20.77 
166 337 
49.26 100.00 
Preparatory Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2} Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
The FAEQ Procedure 
Table of p4 by group 
p4 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pot 0 1 
1 7 6 
2.08 1. 78 
53.85 46.15 
4.09 3.61 
2 39 55 
11.57 16.32 
41.49 58.51 
22.61 33.13 
3 77 69 
22.65 20.47 
52.74 47.26 
45.03 1\1.57 
4 48 36 
14.24 10.68 
57.14 42.86 
28.07 21.69 
Total 166 
Total 
13 
3.86 
94 
27.89 
146 
43.32 
84 
24.93 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
)I 1s6 
I 
Preparatory Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
( 1) Not at all Important 
The FAEQ Procedure 
Table of p5 by group 
p5 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
1 8 11 
2.37 3.26 
42.11 57.89 
4.68 6.63 
2 58 60 
17.21 17.80 
49.15 50.85 
33.92 36.14 
' 62 72 18.40 21.36 
46.27 53.73 
36.26 43.37 
4 43 
" 12.76 6.82 
65.15 34.85 
25.15 13.86 
Total 171 166 
Total 
19 
5.64 
118 
35.01 
134 
39,76 
66 
19.58 
337 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
!57 
APPENDIX J 
SAS System 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators and Practitioners 
!58 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
The FAEQ Procedure 
Table of et by group 
e1 group 
Frequency I 
Percent 
Row Pet 
COl Pot 
Total 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
I 
I 
1 
0.30 
100.00 
0.58 
14 
4' 15 
77.78 
8.19 
60 
17.80 
59.41 
35.09 
71 
21 .07 
52.59 
41 .52 
25 
7.42 
30.49 
14.62 
0 
0 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
4 
1.19 
22.22 
2.41 
41 
12.17 
40.59 
24.70 
64 
18.99 
47.41 
38.55 
57 
16.91 
69.51 
34.34 
166 
1 Total 
0.30 
18 
5.34 
101 
29.97 
135 
40.06 
82 
24.33 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
159 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
( 4) Extremely Important 
{3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
''" - ..Jf 
r 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e2 by group 
e2 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0.00 
100.00 0.00 
0.59 0.00 
1 24 11 
7.19 3.29 
68.57 31 .43 
14.20 6.67 
2 93 82 
27.84 24.55 
53,14 46.86 
55.03 49.70 
3 43 56 
12.87 16.77 
43.43 56.57 
25.44 33.94 
4 8 16 
2.40 4.79 
33.33 66.67 
4.73 9.70 
Total 165 
Total 
0.30 
35 
10.48 
175 
52.40 
99 
29.64 
24 
7.19 
334 169 
50.60 49.40 100,00 
Frequency Missing = 3 
160 
,~ -. 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
The FREO Procedure 
Table of e3 by group 
e3 " group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0.00 
100.00 0.00 
0.58 0.00 
1 1 2 
0.30 0.59 
33.33 66.67 
(_) 0.58 1.20 
2 12 31 
3.56 9.20 
27.91 72.09 
7.02 18.67 
3 64 71 
18.99 21.07 
47.41 52.59 
37.43 42.77 
4 93 62 
27.60 18.40 
60.00 40.00 
54.39 37.35 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
3 
0.89 
43 
12.76 
135 
40.06 
155 
45.99 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
161 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) E)(tremely Important 
( 3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
( 1 ) Not at all Important 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e4 by group 
e4 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet ol 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 o.oo 
100.00 0.00 
0.58 0.00 
1 2 0 
0.59 0.00 
100.00 0.00 
1.17 0.00 
2 
" 
17 
8.31 5.04 
62.22 37.78 
16.37 10.24 
3 77 80 
22.85 23.74 
49.04 50.96 
45.03 48.19 
4 63 89 
~8.69 20.47 
47.73 52.27 
36.84 41.57 
Total 166 
Total 
0,30 
2 
0.59 
45 
13.35 
157 
46.59 
132 
39.17 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
162 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1} 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2} Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
·-) -,; 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e5 by group 
es group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0.00 
100.00 0.00 
0.56 0.00 
1 10 5 
2.97 1.46 
66.67 33.33 
5.85 3.01 
2 74 35 
21.96 10.39 
67.89 32.11 
43.27 21 .08 
3 61 78 
18.10 23.15 
43.88 56.12 
35.67 46.99 
4 25 48 
7.42 14.24 
34.25 65.75 
14.62 28.92 
Total 188 
Total 
0.30 
15 
4.45 
109 
32.34 
139 
41.25 
73 
21 .66 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
163 
·" ' 1· 
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Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) ·,'lot at all Important 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e6 by group 
e6 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pot 
COl Pot 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
0 
1 
0.30 
100.00 
0.58 
0 
o.oo 
0.00 
0.00 
18 
5.34 
52.94 
10.53 
92 
27.30 
54.12 
53,80 
60 
17.80 
45.80 
35.09 
171 
50.74 
1 
0 
0.00 
0.00 
o.oo 
1 
0.30 
100.00 
0.60 
16 
4. 75 
47.06 
9.64 
78 
23.15 
45.88 
46.99 
71 
21 .07 
54.20 
42.77 
Total 
0.30 
0.30 
34 
10.09 
170 
50.45 
131 
38.87 
166 337 
49.26 100,00 
\ 164 
' :.:.c. ,, 
" 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) (,nd Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
( 3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
.. -, 
' 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e7 by group 
e7 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 o.oo 
100.00 0.00 
0.58 0.00 
1 12 13 
3.56 3.86 
48.00 52.00 
7.02 7.83 
2 60 95 
17.80 28.19 
38.71 61.29 
35.09 57.23 
3 81 42 
.,,_ 24.04 12.46 
l\ 65.85 34.15 
)) 47.37 25.30 
4 17 16 
5.04 4. 75 
51.52 48.48 
9.94 9.64 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
25 
7.42 
155 
45.99 
123 
36.50 
" 9.79 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
165 
Elective Course Ranking by Educatoi•s (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3} Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
_ .. -,,. 
" 
The FAEQ Procedure 
Table of e8 by group 
group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pot 
COl Pot 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
166 
0 
1 
0.30 
100.00 
0.58 
21 
6.23 
72.41 
12.28 
72 
21.36 
59.02 
42.11 
62 
18.40 
45.26 
36.26 
15 
4.45 
31.25 
8.77 
171 
50.74 
1 
0 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
a 
2.37 
27.59 
4.82 
50 
14.84 
40.98 
30.12 
75 
22.26 
54.74 
45.18 
33 
9.79 
68.75 
19.88 
Total 
0.30 
29 
8.61 
122 
36.20 
137 
40.65 
46 
14.24 
166 337 
49.26 100.00 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitloners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
0 II 
" 
,- . ;; 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e9 by group 
e9 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
' 
Total 
1 
0.30 
100.00 
0.58 
13 
3.87 
81 .25 
7.60 
61 
18.15 
55.45 
35.67 
70 
20.83 
47.62 
40.94 
26 
7.74 
41.94 
15.20 
171 
50.89 
0 
0 
o.oo 
0.00 
0.00 
3 
0.89 
18.75 
1.82 
49 
14.58 
44.55 
29.70 
77 
22.92 
52.38 
46.67 
36 
10.71 
58.06 
21.82 
165 
49.11 
Frequency Missing = 
!67 
1 Total 
0.30 
16 
4.76 
110 
32.74 
147 
43.75 
62 
18.45 
336 
100.00 
!) 
,j_. 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
· ( 4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
'·' _, 
.11-
_,,_ 
The FREQ ProceUure 
Table of e10 by group 
'" 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
group 
0 
2 
0,60 
100.00 
1.17 
17 
5.06 
65.38 
9.94 
91 
27.08 
55,83 
53.22 
51 
15.18 
45.95 
29.82 
10 
2.98 
29.41 
5.85 
171 
50.89 
1 
0 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
9 
2.68 
34.62 
5.45 
72 
21 .43 
44.17 
43.64 
60 
17.86 
54.05 
36.36 
24 
7.14 
70,59 
14.55 
165 
49.11 
Frequency Missing = 1 
168 
Total 
2 
0.60 
26 
7.74 
163 
48.51 
111 
33.04 
34 
10.12 
336 
100.00 
i, 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) ~Jot at all Important 
' -" ' 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e11 by group 
e11 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0.00 
100.00 0.00 
0.58 o.oo 
1 ' 1 0.89 0.30 
75.00 25.00 
1. 75 0.61 
2 
" 
28 
9.82 8.33 
54.10 45.90 
19.30 16.97 
' 88 96 26.19 28.57 
47.83 52.17 
51.46 58.18 
4 46 40 
13.69 11.90 
53.49 46.51 
26,90 24.24 
Total 165 
Total 
0.30 
4 
1.19 
61 
18.15 
184 
54.76 
88 
25.60 
336 171 
50.89 49.11 100,00 
Frequency Missing = 
169 
Elective Course RanKing by Educators (0) anrl Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) ~at at all Important 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table Of e12 by group 
e12 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pot 
Col Pot 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0.00 
100.00 0.00 
0.08 0.00 
1 1 3 
0.30 0.89 
25.00 75.00 
0.58 1.81 
2 17 21 
5.04 6.23 
44.74 55.26 
9.94 12.65 
3 81 94 
24.04 27.89 
46.29 53.71 
47.37 56.63 
4 71 48 
21.07 14.24 
59.66 40.34 
41.52 26.92 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
4 
1 .19 
38 
11.28 
175 
51.93 
119 
35.31 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
170 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
{4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
{ 1} Not at all Important 
,, 
/• )j )(_ __ ,;-
The FREO Procedure 
Table of e13 by group 
e13 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 o.oo 
100.00 o.oo 
0.58 o.oo 
1 8 8 
2.37 2.37 
50.00 50.00 
4.68 4.62 
2 75 61 
22.26 18.10 
55.15 44.85 
43.86 36.75 
3 65 74 
19.29 21.96 
46.76 53.24 
38.01 44.58 
4 22 23 
6,53 6.82 
48.89 51 .11 
12.87 13.86 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
16 
4. 75 
136 
40.36 
139 
41 .25 
45 
13.35 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
171 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
The FREO Procedure 
Table of e14 by group 
e14 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
0 1 0 
0,30 0.00 
100.00 0.00 
0,58 0.00 
1 20 11 
5.93 3.26 
64.52 35.48 
11.70 6.63 
2 77 89 
22.85 26.41 
46.39 53.61 
45.03 53.61 
3 62 50 
18.40 14.84 
55.36 44.64 
36.26 30.12 
4 11 16 
3.26 4.75 
40.74 59.26 
6.43 9.64 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
31 
9.20 
166 
49,26 
112 
33.23 
27 
8.01 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
172 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
( 3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
· .. __ ., ·-' • •-• .. ._._ •-"' - ·-··-'•----_ _-,, 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e15 by group 
e15 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0.00 
100.00 o.oo 
0.58 0.00 
1 59 53 
17.51 15.73 
52.68 47,32 
34.50 31 .93 
2 91 91 
27.00 27.00 
50.00 50.00 
53.22 54.82 
3 16 20 
4. 75 5.93 
44.44 55.56 
9.36 12.05 
4 4 2 
1.19 0.59 
66.67 33,33 
2.34 1.20 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
112 
33.23 
182 
54.01 
36 
10,68 
6 
1. 78 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
173 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) E>:tremely Important 
(3) Important 
{2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e16 by group 
e16 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0.00 
100.00 0.00 
0.58 0.00 
1 43 36 
12.76 10.68 
54.43 45.57 
25.15 21.69 
2 87 90 
25.82 26.71 
49.15 50.85 
50.88 54.22 
3 35 32 
10.39 9.50 
52.24 47.76 
20.47 19.28 
4 5 8 
1.48 2.37 
38.46 61 .54 
2.92 4.82 
Total 166 
Total 
1 
0.30 
79 
23.44 
177 
52.52 
67 
19.88 
13 
3.86 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
174 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners {1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
{2) Somewhat Important 
{1) Net at all Important 
" ·-~ 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e17 by group 
e17 group 
Frequency 
' Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0. 00 
100,00 0.00 
0.58 0,00 
1 3 2 
0.89 0. 59 
60.00 40.00 
1. 75 1.20 
2 33 35 
9.79 10.39 
48.53 51.47 
19.30 21.08 
3 76 65 
22.55 19.29 
53.90 46.10 
44.44 39.16 
4 58 64 
17.21 18,99 
47.54 52.46 
33.92 38.55 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
5 
1.48 
68 
20.18 
141 
41.84 
122 
36.20 
337 171 
50,74 49.26 100.00 
175 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2} Somewhat Important 
(1} Not at all Important 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e18 by group 
e18 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0.00 
100.00 o.oo 
0.5S 0.00 
1 4 1 
1.19 0.30 
80.00 20.00 
2.34 0.60 
2 30 26 
8,90 7.72 
53.57 46.43 
' \ 17.54 15.66 
3 72 76 
21 ,36 22.55 
48.65 51 .35 
42.11 45.78 
4 64 63 
18.99 18.69 
50.39 49.61 
37.43 37.95 
Total 166 
Total 
0.30 
5 
1. 48 
56 
16.62 
148 
43.92 
127 
37.69 
337 171 
50.74 49.26 100.00 
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Elective Course Ranking by Educators {0) and Practitioners {1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
( 3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
,-.,_ -~ \ . ', 
,, 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e19 by group 
'" 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pot 
COl Pet 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
177 
group 
1 
0.30 
50.00 
0.58 
22 
6.53 
64.71 
12.87 
58 
17.21 
50.43 
33.92 
68 
20.18 
45.95 
39.77 
22 
8.53 
57.89 
12.87 
171 
50.74 
0 
1 
0.30 
50.00 
0.60 
12 
3.56 
35.29 
7.23 
57 
16.91 
49.57 
34.34 
80 
23.74 
54.05 
48.19 
16 
4. 75 
42.11 
9.64 
1 Total 
2 
0.59 
34 
10.09 
115 
34.12 
148 
43.92 
38 
11.28 
166 337 
49.26 100.00 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
"' W, 
\\ 
\ ·~. ,. 
\\ 
'\\ 
,, 
1\ 
" 1\ 
l\ ,, 
1: 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e20 by group 
'" 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 
0 
1 
2 
(-, 3 
4 
Total 
group 
0 
1 
0.30 
100.00 
0.58 
9 
2.68 
64.29 
5.26 
29 
8.63 
51.79 
16.96 
60 
17.86 
43.48 
35.09 
72 
21 .43 
56.69 
42.11 
171 
50.89 
0 
0.00 
o.oo 
0.00 
5 
1.49 
35.71 
3,03 
27 
8.04 
48.21 
16.36 
78 
23.21 
56.52 
47.27 
55 
16.37 
43.31 
33.33 
1 Total 
0.30 
14 
4.17 
56 
16.67 
138 
4,1.07 
127 
37.80 
165 336 
49.11 100.00 
Frequency Missing ~ 
178 
. --··· .. , .. -~-~- .... -
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Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
"-' -- ':.·-, _,,,-,_--
' 
'" 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e21 by gr•oup 
group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
179 
1 
0.30 
100.00 
0.58 
1 
0.30 
20.00 
0.58 
34 
10.09 
44.74 
19.88 
97 
28.78 
52.72 
56,73 
38 
11.28 
53.52 
22.22 
171 
50.74 
0 
-:.:.=::. 1 
If '-"; 
o.oo 
0.00 
o.oo 
4 
1.19 
80.00 
2.41 
42 
12.46 
55.26 
25.30 
B7 
25.82 
47.28 
52.41 
33 
9. 79 
46.48 
19.88 
" 
Total 
0.30 
5 
1. 48 
76 
22.55 
184 
54.60 
71 
21.07 
166 337 
49.26 100.00 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
----" 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e22 by group 
'" 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pot 
COl Pot 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
180 
group 
0 
1 
0,30 
100.00 
0.58 
4 
1 '19 
80.00 
2.34 
55 
16.32 
45.83 
32.16 
86 
25.52 
53.75 
50.29 
25 
7.42 
49.02 
14.62 
171 
50.74 
----.'-•''' .,,· .. • 
1 
0 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1 
0.30 
20.00 
0.60 
--· 
65 
19.29 
54.17 
39.16 
74 
21.96 
46.25 
44.58 
26 
7.72 
50.98 
15.66 
166 
Total 
1 
0.~0 
5 
1.48 
120 
35.61 
160 
47.48 
51 
15,13 
337 
49.26 100.00 
' -.. ., ..... ' ' ' -·., ,-_- - ' ·-- .--· 
Elective Course Ranking by E1ucators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
{2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
·;,:.,. 
-, ·' 
•:l-' 
"''' 
.. • ,, 
~-he FREQ Procedure 
tfable of e23 by group 
e23 group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pet 0 1 
0 1 0 
0.30 0,00 
100.00 0.00 
0.58 o.oo 
1 30 28 
8.90 8.31 
51.72 48.28 
17.54 16.87 
2 91 94 
27.00 27.89 
49.19 50.31 
' 
53.22 56.63 
3 42 34 
12.<16 10.09 
55.26 44.74 
24.56 20.48 
4 7 10 
2.08 2.97 
41 .18 58.82 
4.09 6.02 
Total 17', 166 
50.74 49.26 
(:• 
181 
Total 
1 
0.30 
58 
17.21 
185 
54.90 
76 
22.55 
17 
5.04 
337 
100.00 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important· 
" 
" 
,-, 
\ 
.. ~ 
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'" 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of e24 by group 
group 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
COl Pot 
" 
" 
" 
;·. 
Total 
182 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
0.30 
100,00 
0.58 
13 
3. 86 
46.43 
1 .eo 
64 
18.99 
42.38 
37.43 
76 
22.55 
56.02 
44.44 
17 
5.04 
65.38 
9.94 
171 
50.74 
0 1 
0 
0.00. 
0.00 
0.00 
15 
4.45 
53.57 
9.04 
67 
25.82 
57.62 
52.41 
55 
16.32 
41.96 
33.13 
9 
2.67 
34.62 
5.42 
Total 
0.30 
26 
a. 31 
_151 
44.81 
131 
38.87 
26 
7. 72 
166' 337 
49.26 100.00 
Elective Course Ranking by Educators (0) and Practitioners (1) 
(4) Extremely Important 
(3) Important 
(2) Somewhat Important 
(1) Not at all Important 
" 
·.:-· 
,, 
\i ,. 
.. ,-.· 
'" 
The FREO Procect,ure 
Table of e25 by group 
group 
,, 
Frequency 
Percent 
Row Pet 
Col Pot 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
183 
0 
1 
0.30 
100.00 
0.58 
8 
2.37 
72.73 
4.68 
51 
15.13 
53.13 
29.82 
79 
23.44 
50.32 
46.20 
32 
9.50 
44.44 
18.71 
171 
50.74 
0 
o.oo 
0.00 
0,00 
3 
0.89 
27.27 
1.81 
45 
13.35 
46.88 
27.11 
78 
23.15 
49.68 
46.99 
40 
11.87 
55.56 
24.10 
1 Total 
0.30 
11 
3.26 
96 
28.49 
157 
46.59 
72 
21.36 
166 337 
49.26 100.00 
-.i. ,,; J ,:_-,. "' - .._.,_" ·~ -, •• ' 
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APPENDIX K 
Undelivered Surveys 
0 
ll 
184 
Gender of Respondent Male~ I Female"' 2 
Region~ of USA Reference Appendix 
For Program and school rcll·rcncc Appendix M 
Edu('ators Returned Surveys not filled out or with F.-mail responses 
Rcspo11dent Program 
Number Gender Type School Region State 
238 1 61 74 5 vw r~o Longer Te9Ch.,~ 
239 1 63 73 5 NC No Longer Te9Ching 
240 1 63 73 6 TN Uct coord1n•tor 1n ulely 
241 1 63 73 7 LA llo Longer Teaching 
242 1 63 73 4 NE No Longer Teaching 
243 63 73 1 CT ReiiJmed Undeliverable 
244 63 72 3 WI Relumed Undeliverable 
Practitioners Survey Returned not filled out. 
Respondent 
Number Gender Position Industry Region State 
235 1 84 91 5 MD 
236 1 83 91 9 CA 
SURVEY RE11JRNED 
UNDELIVERABLE 
237 1 83 91 3 Ml 
238 1 81 91 3 WI 
239 1 81 91 3 WI 
240 2 81 92 2 PA 
241 2 81 92 9 WA 
242 1 81 91 9 CA 
243 1 81 91 5 MD Retired 
244 1 81 91 3 WI Sick 
185 
j 
APPENDIX L 
(L I) Table of Gender by respondent/ non-respondent educaton 
(L 2) Table of Gender by respondent/ non-respondent practitioners 
(L l)Table of tech group of respondent/ non-respondent total sample 
J 
'! 
186 
0 
TABLE L 1 
Table of gender by respondent-non-respondent for EDUCATORS 
The FREO Procedure 
Un.lc " 1 
Fc.ale ~ 2 
Rcopondar • 1 
Nan rar.pu!ld"r • o 
Table of gender by respond 
gctld~l' respond 
Frcqucnoy I 
Percent 
Row Pet 
"' '" 
0 
-
' " 25.32 
28,04 
90,91 
' ' 2,53 
26,09 
9,09 
Total 
" 
TABLE L2 
,;, 
64.119 
7t ,96 
90.06 
" 7.17
7-1.91 
9.94 
'" 
' Total 
'" 90.30 
" 9.70 
'" 27.65 72.15 100.00 
Table of gender by respondent-non-respondent for PRACTITIONERS 
TMe FREO Procedure 
Male = 1 
Female = 2 
Responder : 1 
Non responder = 0 
Table of gender by respond 
gender 
Frequency 
Percent 
Rolli Pet 
Col Pet 
' 
, 
Total 
187 
respond 
0 
" 22.22 
26.26 
76.47 
" 6.64
44.44 
23.53 
" 29.06 
' 
"' 62.39
73.74 
97.95 
'" 8.55 
55.56 
12.05 
Total 
'"' 64.62 
'" 15.39 
166 234 
70.94 100.00 
li-
TABLE L3 
Tech group by respondent non respondent for total sample 
" 
,, 
The FREQ Procedure 
Table of tech group by respondent 
tcchgp respondent 
"" Tech 
Tech 
Frequency 
Percent 
Aow Pet 
Col Pet 
, 
' 
Total 
"" Respond Rl!spond 
, 
' 
43 '" 9.23 26. !8 
26.06 73.94 
32.09 36.75 
" '" 19,53 45,06
30.23 69.77 
67.91 63.25 
'" 
Total 
'" 35.41 
'" 64.59 
"' '" 28.76 71.24 100.00
Frequency Missing = 5 
188 
APPENDIXM 
Coding System 
Region 
Edu::ator programs and school housed 
Praditioner positions and industry 
EduClltor program technical or non-technical 
Industry practitioner technical or non-technical 
I! 
189 
NT "' 1\:on·tcchnical T =Technical 
Coding Used to determine Edugrtors 11rogrnm at their institution 
NT 61 Safety and Health Management 
T 62 Construction 
T 63 Technical/ Engineering 
T 64 Industrial Hygiene I Environmental 
~oding Used to determine School Educators were housed at their Institution 
71 
72 
73 
74 
Health and Sciences 
Education 
Engineering and Technology 
Business 
Coding Used to determine Practitioners Type of Position 
NT 81 
T 82 
T 83 
T 84 
Safety and Health Management 
Construction 
Technical/ Engineering 
Hygiene I Environmental 
Coding Used to determine Practitioners Type of Business or Industry 
91 
92 
93 
94 
Manufacturing 
Institutional (Schools, Govemment, Hospitals) 
Uti!itir.s 
Consulting ( Including Insurance) 
190 
United Stntes Regional Aren 
CT lA 4 AL 6 AK 0 
MA KS 4 KY 6 CA 9 
ME MN 4 MS 6 HI 9 
NH MO 4 TN 6 OR 0 
Rl ND 4 AR 7 WA 9 
·VT NE 4 LA 7 
PA 2 SD 4 OK 7 
NJ 2 DC 5 TX 7 
NY 2 DE 5 AZ 8 
IL J FL 5 co 8 
IN 3 GA 5 ID 8 
Ml 3 MD 5 MT 8 
OH 3 NC 5 NM 8 
WI 3 sc 5 NV 8 
VA 5 UT 8 
wv 5 wv 8 
Proportion of Response by Regional Area 
.. r--.__ ., , __ ___ 
9 
4 
L_ ____________________ , 
191 
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